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All the news that's fit to print_
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HOPKINSVILLE, CHRISTIAN COUNTY, LENTUCKY,IFRIDAY, JANUARY 25, .9e6.

ONE DOLLAR A YEAR. -

VOLUME XXVI. NO.
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SECRETLY WEDDED MRISHONTS RESIGNS I CIIINAMAN AS COP GEN, WHIGHI'S PLAN (""•••••••••••••••••••••"et

• We Have Moved

ARRESTED A JAP ON CHARGE OF
HOPKINSVILLE GIRL MAHR'ES A

MARION CITIZEN

AS

CHAIRMAN

OF THE

CANAL

•

RETIRES FROM DIPLOMATIC

THEFT.

COMMISSION.

sER•

•

VICE IN AUGUST

INTO OUR

•
S.
arm,-

Had Trouble in Getting

•

Ceremony Was Performed in Evans- His Action is Voluntary And He Beville Two Weeks Ago and Not

comes Preident Of a Large

Told Until Now.

Transit Company

That Miss Annie Roche, of this
city, and Mr. Johnson Crider, of
.Mation, were secretly married in
Evansville two weeks ago yesterday,
January 9, was made public today.
' On that day Miss Roche went to
Evansville where she was met by
hes fiance and going to the stuay
of Rev. Wigginton. pastor of the
Presbyterian clitirch, they were
quietly married. After the ceremony
the bride returned to ,Hopkinsville
where she has been at the home ef
her mother, Mrs. John Roche, and
Mr. Crider returned to Marion, the
couple preferring to keep the wedding a sect for a short time. Mrs.
Crider will remain here until about
Saturday w.en she will join her husband at F..• ia where /they will
reeide.
The bride is a popular and attractive young lady. When the raid was
made on the tobacco warehouses at
Prhiceton by the mob of night raiderslon the morning of December 1,
she was on duty-alone in the central
ofEce of the telephone company and
wae held under guard by the raiders
for fully an hour.
. The grown is a prominent young
business man of Marion and Crittenden county and is a brother of Mrs.
E. Cooper of this city. He is extensively identified with the mining
interests of his county.

WASHINGTON,Jan.24.—The resignation of Theodore P. Shouts as
chairman of the Isthmian Canal

PERSONAL NOTES.

I

ear, nose and throat. Test made
-free of charge for glasses. Phcen:x bldg.Main St.,Hopkinsville.

•
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(From Thursday's Daily)

Emsley Crabtree has accepted a
position with Grau Brothers bakery.
Mrs. T. J. Baugh and little son,
1Thomas, went to Greenville this
morning toltisit relatives.
A. D Young, of Pembroke, was in
the city yesterday.
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(From Thursday's Daily )
Considerable excitement was
caused at the L. & N. depot yesterday afternoon when Louis Chang,
one of the Chinese laundrymen of
this city, rushed on to the platform
and seizing a well dressed man, who
was carrying a suit case, began to
pull him toward the pavement. The
Chinaman got his man as far as Seventh and Clay streets without much
trouble but here the prisoner balked
and from there to the; Policie office
it was an almost continuous struggle between the two, but Louis finally landed his man at the lockup
where he eharged him with having
itolep a watch from his partner. Joe
Hong.
Chang claimed that the man, who
gave his name,to Judge Brasher as
Be;n Hermon(' and -clahned to be a
Japanese, had come to the laundry
on Virginia street and claimed to be
a Chinaman, and that when he left
he carried away the watch and also
$3 in money. He pursued and arrested him as already told.
The prisoner did not deny taking
the watch but asserted that the Chinese laundrymen had $4 of his money which he could not. regain and
he took the watch as collateral. The
case was presented in city court this
morning where the charge against
the prisoner was changed from petit
larceny to grand larceny and the
case was set for 4 o'clock this afternoon.
Mr. Prince
,- Here•

,

•

New I
uarters •

His

•

Home in Memphis, Accord-

WASHINGTON, Jan. 24.--According to a private cablegram recekved in Washington from a prominent government official in Manila,
Gen. Luke E. Wright, American
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We Now Have One of the
•
Best Display Rooms
•
in the State
•
0

•
Our business is growing every year and we expect
to make 1907 our banner year if reasonable prices and a
square deal to everybody is appreciated by the public.
We have on display the Most complete line of

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Harness,
Buggies and
Wagons

CIEVERAL LUKE E. WRIGIET.

ambassador • to Japan, has made•
known to his friends that he will re-•
tire from the diplomatic syvice next•
August, and will return to his home•
in Memphis, Tenn., to resume the•
practice of law. '
Neither President Roosevelt nor
the secretary of state has been ad- 0
vised that Mr. Wright will relin- •
quish his post at Tokio.

Shown in this end of the state. Come and see how our
new quarters look, price our goods and we think you
will help us make 1907 a record-breaker.

(

Incorporated

2141.216 SOUT fir MAIN STREET.

MOVED FROM LEXINGTON.
The state board of control for
charitable institutions has in its report. now in course of. preparation,
revived the project discussed at the
last general assembly of rebuilding
the Eastern Asylum upon some other site in Fayette county, or removing it to some other place, says a
Frankfort dispatch in the CourierJournal. The governor will be asked to make some recommendation to
the next Legislature in .the matter.
The institution was erected eighty
years ago, and is now wholly within
the limits of Lexington, which is undesirable for many reasons. Last
winter the assembly members discussed the advisability of placing
the institution upon the site, of the
State Institution for Feeble-minded
Children, situated here, and doing
away with the local institution as at
present operated.
The state board will also request
the governor to recommend an
amendment tothe law creating tte
body to the end that it will have full
control of the moneys which the
state pays for the operation of the
institutions under its management.
The members feel that they will
save a good sum each year from the
per-capita allowance and want authority to place the savings in one
fund from which they can draw for
repairs and extensions at either of
the four institutions, instead of using the money saved at one institution altogether at that institution.
The els«.•Ase----of the institutiontwon
been postp
place for ad
will likely ve,
bids for genere,
institutions.

•
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•

•
•
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of labor be guarded, it purpoaes an
act creating a labor department and
that a friend of labor be placed at
the head of it.

SEC

RETARY STRAUS
GREEN COVE SPRINGS.
Jan. 24.—The safe in the bank here
was dynamited at 2 o'clock and rohbed 'of $1,500 to $1,800. The force of
the explosion was so great that the
glass front of the building was shattered.. A passing baker diszovered
the,.%vrecked glass front at 5 o'clock,
and gave the alarm.
Sheriff Weeks and poise took the
trail and came upon four white men
asleep near the road eight miles
south of here. As tie posse approached, the men awoke, and at
once began firing at the sheriff's
posse. They returned the fire, fatally wounding one of the men.
After a desperate struggle the other twee were overpowered. Between
$3,000 and $4,000 were found in the
pocke.ts of the men arrested.

•
•

F. A. YOST CO.,

IN A RESOLUTION ATTACK

ASYLUM MAY BE Rt.-

•
•

•

DESPERATE FIGHT

EASTERN

•
•

•

F. W. Prince is at Hotel .L.,ittham
and will remain for some time in
Hopkinsville. He is here in the interest of that famous work, "The
John L. Stoddard's Lectures". As
a• source of knowledge concerning
everything in which people are likely to be interested the Stoddard
Lectures have no equal, and the opportunity presented by Mr. Prince
is one that should appeal strongly to
BETWEEN SHERIFF'S POSSE AND
Hopkinsville people.
FOUR BANK ROBBERS.

PROJECT IS REVIVED,

•
•

•

Declare He Permitted Employers To
Violate The Contract
Labor Act.

INDIANAPOLIS, Ind., 4an 19.—
Delegates to the annual coFivention
of Uhited Mine Workers adopted a
resolution demanding a separation
of the departmentjof commerce and
labor aad establishing a department
of labor. The resolution also attacked Oscar Straus, the new secretary

Daniel Boone Shaft.

I

EAT HUMAN FLESH

VICTORIA, B. C.,• Jan. '19.—Advices received from Shanghai tell of
increasing horrors of the great famine in Central China.
A correspondent of the Echo De
China says in two diste
in
and Paichow, staiiing people are
eating their children.
Plants and grass, sy:lich have furnished food for many. have disappeared, and there are not even roots
to eat.
The correspondent says the eases
of cannibalism are many. He inveistigated a number, and many of theM
are absolutely correct.
In the absence of ordinary food he
found human flesh actually being
sold.

FUND FOR THE ELKS

A fund of One H undred Thousand
t Dollars has been subscribed by the,

The committee appointed at the
last meeting of the Kentucky legislature to replace the decayed slabs
of stone at the grave of Daniel
Boone with other stone of more enduring qualities if possible, met in
Louisville and discussed plans for
the restoration of the shaft upon the
site of the sepulchre of the renowned pioneer. Two thousand five hundred dollars was appropriated by
the Legislature for the purpose indicated-, and every dollar of it, it is
said, will be required to comply
with the intention of the legislature.
Kentucky is said to possess &certain
rock that is preferable and it is
probable that the committee will,
upon investigation. use the ston
found in the state Boone loved so
OSCAR STRAUS.
well rather thau that found in the
department
of commerce and
Green Mountain state that is .- .,oted. of the
labor, charging him with.prinitting
the world over.
and aiding ,vmployers to violate the
Gish dr Garner's Wild Goose Lini contract label' act. It also 'declarea
it cures rheumatism and neural- the department is conduct"ed more
'ouches the:spot. ,A,t all drug- in the interest of capital flint, labor
decw and that in order that the :interests

,
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lo Resume Practice of Law

ing To Report.

a BULLETINS,

Dr. Edwards, specialty eye,

Succeeded.

•

L sATuRop NIGHT

• ..........................4-•-•-•-•-44-44-e-4,-•

Yellow

Skin Brother to Police Station
But

corn iission is announced at the
White house having been. tendered
to the president and accepted by
him, according to correspondence
made public. It will take effect not
later than March 4, Mr. Shonts having been elected as president of the
Interborough - Metropoli t a n company, which controls the Rapid
Transit and many surface lines in
New York.
John F. Stevens, the engineer in
charge of the construction of the
• Body is Found.
canal will probably be Mr. Shonts'
successor. Mr. Shouts' resignation
Trle body of Baelier Allen, the ,ne- was voluntary.
grci boy who Teffir drowned ti The
West Fork of Red river near Logan's
Mill in the extreme souttern portion
wasIN
of this county several days ago,
A fotind Wednesday afternoon five
miles from the place where the,
tlrowning occurred.
Four thie mules belonging to Sam
Alien were drowned at the same TRAVELING MEN WILL HAVE ANtime, the boy driving into the stream
NUAL BANQUET.
for the purpose of watering the
mules.
•
Diligent efforts were made for several days to find the boy s body but
Invitations have been sent out as
all proved unavailing and yesterday
it ,was found in the mouth of a follows:
The
sp ,'five miles away.
Hopk I nsvftc Traveling
Men's Association
requests the honor of your presence
Another Wreck.
' at
The First Annual Banquet
A freight train was wrecked about
at
twenty-five miles this side of NashHotel Latham
ville early last night, by a broken
Saturday evening, January the 26th
nge causing seven cars to be dcnineteen hundred and seven
:ailed iepd taring up the track for
Eight-thirty o'clock.
a considerable distanee. The ChiElaborate preparations are being
cago Limited. northhound, passed
made
for the event, for time traveling
through here about 1030 last night
men
never
do things by half.
over the L.& N.and the southbound
following
Tie
program of afterfast train came through this mornspeeches
dinner
is announced:
ing the same way in order to get the
"Samples"
C. M. Meacham
paSsengers through to Nashville
Mayor of Hopkinerille
-::out delay. No one was injured.
"Clubs and Trumps" ..L. H. Davis
Secretary of the Commercial club
"A Line 6' Talk"..T. C. Underwood
' Editor Kenttleky New Era
"On the Road"..JaineiS Y. Cabaniss,
Evansville, Ind.
"The
Christian
-Traveling
Man"
`ASHINGTON, D. C. Jan. 24.—
H. D. Smith
ator Russell A Alger died today.
Pastor Church ofChrist
Mayor Meacham' will also act as
RANKFORT, Ky., Jan. 24.- toastmaster.
7'6e courtof appeals today reversed
The Hopkinsville Traveling Men's
the decision of the Christian circuit association has been organized only
ctiurt in the case of Crabtree vs. a short time, but it is a wide-awake
Sit k.
and interesting club.
The reception committee for the
LONDON, Eng:. Jan. 24.—Will- banquet is as follows:
lam Whitley, founder of ,.the first
Mr. and Mrs. Holt R. Price, Mr:
department store, was assassinated and Mrs. W. E. Trahern. Mr. and
today in his store.
Mrs. W..C. Doherty, Mr. and Mrs.
W. C. Lacey and Mr. and Mrs. W.
bOUGLAS, Ariz., Jan, 24.—Bert H.-Blades.
Zs;ekley, American cowboy, in a
tiOht today single-handed killed six
Maxicans.
FRANKFORT, Ky., Jan. 24—The
44111;trt of appeals holds the chicken
stdaling felony law constitutional.

His

business men of Philadelphia. for
the purpose of entt rtaining the Elks
when they hold their Annual Reunion and convention next July.
This is the largest. amount of
money that has ever been raised 'in
Philadelphia for convention purposes, and is, therefore, a magnificent tribute to the popularity of the
Benevolent and Protective Order of
Elks.
In addition to the above amount,
it is expected that the city councils
will take official recognition of the
convention, by appropriating Twenty-five Thousand Dollars, for Alecorating and illuminating the principal business streets of that city during Reunion week.
It is freely predicted by the Elks,
who have visited the city during the
past few weeks, that the coming convention will be the largest and:most
successful ever held by the order.
There is every indication, that th•-s
4'1-Ugh Water Mark" of Elkdom will
be attained in Philadelphia., . during
the week beginning July. 15th.
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Is to love children, and no home
can be completely happy with.
out them, yet the ordeal through
which the expectant mother
must pass usually is so full of suffering,
danger and fear that she looks forward
FOUND TIED IN A SACK IN
to the critical hour with apprehension
SHARPE'S FltLD
and dread. Mother's Friend, by its penetrating and 000thing properties, allays nausea, nervousness, and
all unpleasar. feelings, and so prepares the system for the
Death Was Due to Blow at Base of ordeal that Stms passes till ough
the event safo and with but
Skull.—Police Are Working
little suffering, ...a numbers have
On The Case.
testified and said, "it is worth
its weight in gold." $1.00 per
bottle of druggists. Book containing
(From Friday's Daily)
valuable information mailed free.
was
colored,
As Fannie Jackson,
IHE BRADFIELD REGULATOR CO., Atlanta, Ga.

FELL UNDER TRAIN. CHILD ALMOST BODY Of A BABY 'Woman'
A SOLID SORE
Nature

j WHILE TRYING

TO JUMP FROM

CAR TO TENDER.

Fred Hosey, Brakeman on L. & N.,
Received Injuries at Pembroke
Which Will Likely Prove Fatal.

From Skin Disease from Birth Until
Six Years Old—Father Spent
Fortune on Her Without Benefit
—Old Doctor Suggested Cuticura, which Cured Her in Two
Months, Leaving

61•11

PEMBROKE, Ky., Jan. 18.—Fred
Hosey, a brakeman on the first section of freight train No. 68, was
probably fatally injured here about
7:30 o'clock this morning.
He was attempting to leap from
the end car to the tender of the engine and, missing his footing, fell
under the train.
His arm was crushed off and he
frightfully mangled, and
was
fourteen cars passed above him as
he lay between the rails.
The unfortunate man was taken
on No. 62, the northbound passenger
train, to Earlington, which is his
home.
Hosey is forty-five years old and
has a wife and seven children. He
has been working on this division of
the L. SE N. about five years.

-•37••••-• • -

Wise

Ccurfel Firm "Ite

"I want to give some valuable advice to those who suffer with lame
back and kidney trouble," says J
R. Blankenship, of Beck, Tenn. "I
have proved to an absolute certainty
that Electric Bitters will positively
cure this distressing condition. The
first bottle gave me great relief and
after taking a few more bottles, I
was completely cured; so completely that it becomes a pleasure to recommend this great remedy." Sold
under guarantee at L. L. Elgin Anderson & Fowler (Inc) Cook & Higgins, Druggist.

SKIN SOFT AS A BABY'S
AND WITHOUT A SCAR
"I have a cousin in Rockingham Co.
who once had a skin disease from her
birth until she was six years of age.
Her father had spent a fortune on her
to get her cured and none of the treat-.
ments did her any good. Old Dr. G-suggested that he try the Cuticura Remedies which he did. When he commenced to use it the child was almost in a
solid scab. He had used it about two
months and the child was well. I was
there when they commenced to use your
Cuticura Remedies. I stayed that week
and then returned home and stayed two
weeks and then went back and stayed
with them two weeks longer and when
I went home I could hardly believe she
was the same child. Her skin was as
soft as a baby's without a scar on it. I
have not seen her in seventeen years but
I have heard from her and the last time
I heard from her she was well. That is
where I became acquainted with Cuticura. I hope this may be of some service to you in the future. Mrs. W. P.
Ingle, Burlington, N. C., June 16, 1905."

WORLD'S EMOLLIENT
Is Cuticura Ointment.
For rashes, eczemas, itchings, irritations, scalings and chappings, for red,
rough,and greasy complexions, for sore,
itching,burning hands and feet,for baby
rashes, itchings and chafings,and for all
the purposes of the toilet, bath and
nursery, Cuticura Ointment, assisted
by Cuticura Soap is invaluable.
Complete External and Internal Treatment for
CTueg
Humor of Infants, Children, and Adults consists ofE
curs Soap (25c.) to Cleanee the Skin, Cuticura Ointment
(50e.) to Heel the Skin, and Cutieura Re•olvent (50c.),(in
the form of Chocolate Coated Pills, 25c. per vial of 80) to
Purify the Blood. Sold throughout the world. Putter
Drug k Chem. Corp., sole Propc.. Horton, Mass
Or* Mailed Free,"All About the Skin and Scalp.'

passing through Sharp's Field late
yesterday afternoon she discovered
a sack in a pile of rubbish and upon
investigation found it contained the
body of a dog. Looking about she
saw another sack hanging on a wire
fence and her curiosity being piqued
by the first discovery she looked into the second sack and found the
body of a female baby. The body
had evidently been hangiiig on the
fence for several days as it was
badly decomposed and discolored
by the elements. On:this account it
could not be determined certainly
whether it was white, or a very
light mulatto.
The body was buried but was
later exhumed and a post mortem
examination made by Dr. J. B.
Jackson, after which the physician
stated that the child was undoubtedly alive when born and that death
had been caused by a blow at the
base of the brain which had fractured the skull. Corner Allensworth
held an inquest and the jury returned a verdict in accordance with
the foregoing facts.
The police are at work on the case
and will use every effort to ascertain the parentage of the child and
who is responsible for its death,
although they have only a very
slight clue upon which tobegin their
investigation.

.,44S-441110.--

WANTED

NOVEL CURE FOR COLDS

CASTOR IA

The Kind You Hare Always Bought

"

•

.

•

,

LUNCS,,

7

Dz.Kng
i s
New
y
over
Disc
cONSUMPTI5r1
FOR

Pries
50c & $1.00
Free Trial.

OLDS

Surest and Quickest Cure for all
THROAT and LUNG TROUBLES, or MONEY BACK.

11040•11•0•11•••••••••••••••■••••••000.00.41.4

The SouthiKenDo
Building &
You tucky
Loan Asso.(Inc.)
will help you on
Want easym
onthly
s.
payment
to
If you want to
Own save
money and
Your be getting interon it all the
OWII est
time let us sell
stock
Home asyouansome
investment.

For particulars address

Henry C. Gant, Pres.
:I. E. McPherson, Sec

about
F0

I

A..

•••••••••••-•-•

Nasal

CATARRH
In all its stages.

Livery Change!
I have bought the Livery, Feed and Board stable of Evitts & Courtney, oniNorth:Main Street, and would be glad to have my old friends and
customers call on me. I am going to do a General Livery Business, keep
none but the best help and will board horses, furnish the very best rigs
and guarantee satisfaction in every way. I am the oldest man in the
business in the city.':and am not afraid to make the assertion that I will
please all.

Ell's Cream Balm
*wiles,soothes and heals
the diseased membrane
It cures catarrh and drive.
sway a cold la the heed
quickly.
Crease Balm is placed into the nostrils,spreado
irver toe membrane and is absorbed. Relief is Immediate and a curt follows. It is not drying—does
not prodace sneezing. Large Size,50 cents at Drag•
Vats or by mail; Trial Size, 10 cents.
&LI 3101VHERFL 56 Warren Street, New Task

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

C. H. Skerritt,
North Main Street.

Cleanses and beautifies the hair.
Promotes • luxuriant growth.
Never Fail* to Restore Gras
Hair to Its Youthful Color.
Cures scalp diseases &
kic,and SIAS)at

raiwt,

SEM1-ANNUAL STATEMENT
Of 'I he

Commercial & Savings
B
ank

I

• December 31,1906

AM YOUNG BUT WATCH ME GROW
S.

Resources
$205,158. 28
406.8.5
7,163.77
43,533.41
25,939.50

Loans
Overdrafts
Furniture and Fixtures
Due from Banks
Cash on Hand

$282,201.81

Liabilities
$ 50,000.00
1,500.00
1,309.6
1,500.00
217,892.25
10,000.00

Capital Stock
Surplus
Undivided Profits
Dividend, 3 per cent, this d
Deposits
Bills Rediscounted

$282,201.81

Comparative Statement of Deposits

WE

Feb, 28th, 1906

$ 31,871.26

April 2nd,1906

65,134.14

June 30th,1906

131,102.79

Sept. 29th, 1906

137,324.67

Dec, 31st, 1906

917,892.25

WANT YOUR BUSINESS

ACIAL & SAVINGS BANK.
.ank for the People.”
'-'resident.

Phoenix

Bldg

W. T. Cooper, Vice Pres.

i.0

•
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9
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CURE
WITH

We want five-hundred "ALMO"
Jingle verses for our "ALMO"
Jingle Book, and we want them
now. We will pay ten dollars each for the ones tha;t we use.
"ALMO" means a fine complexion. A few drops of "ALMO" put
into the washbowl every day will
A few Drops of "ALMO"
work w Hiders with your complexIn
the washbowl now and
ion in a few days. Treats the
then,
skin while you wash. Opens and
Means a fine complexion.
purifies every pore. Cleanses and
Makes you look young again.
beautifies. Refines the skin. Is
107
antiseptic, pure and soothing.
FREE! If you have never used "ALMO" we will send you a
full size dollar bottle FREE upon receipt of this advertisement and
cent
„A
strps,.to pay postage and full particuJingle IT
lars
six twQ
FORD C. FORD,68 FIFTH AV., CHICAGO, ILL.

Chamberlain's Cough Remedy Benefits a City Councilman at
Kingston, Jamaica.
Mr. W. O'Reilly Fogarty, who is a
the
Planters'
of
r
of the city council at KingsInspecto
member
AS General
ton, Jamaica, West Indies, writes as
Association.
MOORE PASSES follows: "One bottle of Chamber, MISS ALICE
lain's Cough Remedy had good efCTEDLY
UNEXPE
AWAY
Daily)
(From Friday's
fect on a cough that was giving me
1
the
ee
of
committ
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postponed until some futnre time.
From the reports furnished at this ,
(From Friday's Daily)
meeting the affairs of the association were shown to be in a very satMiss Alice Moore, the lovely
isfactory condition and its member- daughter of Mr. William S. Moore,
ship has grown considerably,four or died suddenly yesterday afternoon
Healing Medication That is Breathed
five counties which formerly mate at her home, "Elk Grove," in South
Giving Quick Relief.
no pretense at organization having Christian. A heart affection superof
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promise
induced by a severe attack
begun the work with
much success.
Iphoid pneumonia while in college
I
It seems just as ridiculous to put
was theicause of her death. She had
Nearly every person who is sub- been in boor health for some time medicine into the stomach to cure a
ject to attacks from the stomach suf- but her death was wholly unexpect- cold in the head or lungs as it does
Woitr a morbid dread of a diet- ed, and has shocked as well as sad- to go out in the rain if you want to
etic treatment for relief, that is
keep dry.
three-fourths starvation, and one- dened all who knew her. She was
The fact that many people right
fourth toast and milk. On the other widely beloved for her many beauhand you can eat as you please and tiful traits of character and her un- in Hopkinsville cough and hawk
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fit and breathe this healing air for a
Scores of Hopkinsville people can Dr. Arthur 'McCormack. The de- few times and immediate relief will
tell you about Doan's Kidney Pills. ceased was a niece of Mrs. J. W. be noted. The medication goes right
Many a happy citizen makes a pub- Venable and Mrs. Carrie Donaldson, to the spot where the disease germs
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Why Suffer From Rheumatism'
putting it mildly. You may publish South Main Street. Hopkinsville, Ky.
Do you know that rheumatic pains
my statenient at any time and I will
be relieved? If you doubt this
can
of
Doan's
value
do all I can to let the
just try one application of Chambe
Kidney Pills be known.
lain's Pain Balm. It will make
For sale by all dealers. Price 50c.
and sleep possible, and that c
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FROM THE ANTILLES.

REYNOLDS ELECTED YOUNG LADY'S DEATH

KILL THE COUCH

Depositary for State of Ky.
Gus. T. Brannon, Cashier.
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"Giviing an Inventory.""Let Her Go To
Blazes"

You can not make sweet butter in s
The stomach served
to agitate, work op
and disintegrate our food- as it h- eixg
digested. If it be weak, sluggish :Lea
foul the result will be torpid. sluggish OF GENERAL ROBERT E. LEE AS
liver and bad, impure blood.
The ingredients of Dr. Pierce's Golden
Medical Discovery are just such as best
serve to correct and cure all such derangements. It is made up without a
drop of alcohol in its composition; chemically pure. triple-relined glycerine being
used instead of the commonly employed
alcohol. Now this glycerine is of itself a Appropriate Celebration of the One
valuable medicine, instead of a deleteriHundredth Anniversary of the Great
ous agent like alcohol, especially in the
cure of weak stomach. dyspepsia and the
Confederate's Birth.
various forms of indigestion. Prof. Finley
Ellingwood, M. D., of Bennett Medical
College, Chicago, says of it:
"In dyspepsia it serves an excellent
pose. * * * It is one of the best manufactured products of the present time in its
action upon enfeebled, disordered stomachs;
(From Saturday's Daily)
especially if there is ulceration or catarrhal
gastritis(catarrhal inflammation of stomach).
The
centennial anniversary of the
It is a most efficient preparation. Glycerine
will relieve many cases of pyrosis(heartburn) birth of General Robert E. Lee was
and excessive gastri acidity. It is useful In
dyspepsia. especially the celebrated at 11 o'clock this forechronic intestin
. and in certain forms of noon at Grace church under the ausflatulent var
chronic constipation. stimulating the secretory and excretory functions of the intestinal pices of the Christian county chapglands."
When combined,in just the riiiht propor- ter, United Daughters of the Contions. with Golden Seal root, btone root, federady.
Black Cherry bark, Queen's root. BloodThroughout the country the memroot and Mandrake root, or the extracts of
these, as in Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical ory of the beloved Confederate comDiscovery, there can be no doubt of its
mander was honored today, and not
great efficacy in the cure of all stomach,
liver and intestinal disorders and derange- alone in tho southland, but in perments. These several ingredients have haps every state in ,the union some
the strongest endorsement in all such
cases of such eminent medical leaders as action was taken to show the esteem
Prof. R. Bertholow. M. D.. of Jefferson Med- in which his countrymen hold Gen.
ical College. Chicago: Prof. Hobart A. Hare.
M. D.. of Medical Department. University of Lee as gentleman and soldier.
Pa.; Prof. Laurence Johnson. M. D.. Medical
T:ie services here were impressive
Department. University of New York; Prof.
Edwin M. Hale. M. D.. Hahnemeen Medical and
thoroughly appropriate. A
College.Chicatro: Prof. John M.SchAder, M. D.
and Prof. John king. M. D.. Authors of the large picture of Gen. Lee draped
American Dispensatory. and cores of othdrs
among the leading medical men of our land. with Confederate flags was displayWho can doubt the curative virtues of ed. A choir of sweet voices and the
a medicine the ingredients of which Iwo*
congregation sang Gen. Lee's favorsuch a professioluil endorsement?
Constipation cured by Doctor Pierre/I ite hymns, "How Firm a FoundsPleasant Pellets. One or two a dose.

foul, unclean churn.
as a churn in which

Saturday evening just before six
o'clock, Will Walker was struck on
head with some missile and knocked
from his buggy, rendered unconscious and robbed just after he bad
passed the Western Kentucky Asylum for the Insane on his way to his
home from town.
Mr. Walker was alone in his bvggy and was driving along at a slow
trot. He has no remembrance of
anyone's being in sight, neither did
he feel the lick. When he came to
Alin:Neff he was wandering aimlessly
about in the road just at the old toll
gate site on the hill past the asylum.
A long bruise and slight cut, extending from his cheek bone back of the
ear, a big bruise and knot over one
eye and a still neck were forcible reminders though of what had hapned. His pockets had been searched thoroughly and all his money, a
dollar or tvo in small change, was
gone with the exception of one ten
cent piece. The horse which- Mr.
Walker wail driving had gone up the
road a short distance and then stopped of its own accord. After 'coming to himself, Mr. Walker got into
his buggy and drove home.*
The wounds are very painful but
not considered serious. It is supposed that the wsound on the cheek
and back of the ear was made by
the missile which was either wielded
or thrown by the unknown highwayman. In falling it is supposed that
'Mr. Walker struck the ground on
his head, this accounting for the
knot over his eye and the stiffness
.of his neck. There is no clue as to
who perpetrated the outrage.

(From Monday's Daily)
Miss Claudya Davis has returned
to St. Louis after a visit to her parents.'
Mrs. J. N. Hardin has returned to
Elkton aft.,r a visit to her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Davis.
Miss Mary Andrews, of Sixteenth
avenue, left Saturday for Hopkinsville to lisit Miss May Lewis.—
Nashville American
Arthur Jackson, of Owensboro.
visited friends here Sunday.

4.-444-4444-444-+++++44-0-•-•-••
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C. W. Haynes, n route from
•
to his home at Marion,
,Nashville
Pleasant
spent Sunday in the city.
Society Events of the
Week.
I
Miss Frances Wallace will today
return from Hopkinsville,where she
-•444-4++++++++++4+444444++4 came to visit after remaining in At(From Saturday's ,y)Dail
lanta. Uas,several weeks.—Paducah
The second anniversary of the es- Register.
tablishment of Lockyear's Business
Miss Virginia Nourse,of HopkinsCollege in Hopkinsville was celebra- ville, arrived in the city this mornted last night by the institutions's ing to be the guest of Mrs. J. D. Mcgiving a delightful reception to its Pherson.—Madisonville Hustler.
pupils, both past and present, and
Miss Clayton Boales has returned
some invited guests. The school,
fro
m a Nis t to Mrs: Kate Brasner
which since last September has been
Parish, at Madisonville. . i
under the charge of Miss Carrie
Mrs, John Bullard has gone to
Moore, as principal and teacher of
shorthand and typewriting, and Huntsville. Ala., to spend several
Miss Annie Gibbs, as assistant and weeks.
'
teacher of bookkeeping, has enjoyed
Mary Lyle Andrews, of
Miss
the most prosperous session since it Mashville, will arrive . in the city
was established here. A crowd of tonight to visit Miss May Lewis on
pupils and prominent citizens, which South Main street.
'taxed the capacity of the rooms occupying the entire third floor of the 'Mrs. Cynthia Sullivan is visiting
Bank of Hopkinsville building, was friends in Pembroke and Hopkinspresent and everyone had a good ville.—Elkton Times.
time. Prof. M. H. Lockyear, of
W. H. Thompson has returned to
Evausville, president of :the school,
Madisonville.
was present and delivered a delightEd Carney spent yesterday in
ful lecture entitled "Sunshine."
Clarksville.
served
as
reICRil and cakes were
freshments.
Mrs. Ned Thompson and daugh* •
ter, Miss Tula, of Trenton, are in
Dr. T. L. Bacon celebrated his the city,shopping.
seventy fifth birth day last night at
Pulliam Smith is in the city visitthe residence of his son-in-law W. ing his parents; Prof. and Mrs,. H.
A. Wilson, on East Seventh street
Clay Smith.
with a supper to a few of his friends.
Although Dr. Bacon has reached
the age when a man's active usefulness is often but a memory, he has
proven an exception to the rule and
goes about the practice of his pro(From Monday's Daily)
fession with as much vim and enMrs. Myra L. Dougherty has flied
ergy as a middle aged man, never
acoffice
on
his
suit against the Illinois Central
missing a day from
count of personal illness except on railroad company for $17500 damages. She charges in her petition
very rare occasions.
that as she was driving* along the
Canton pike and approaching the
bridge which leads over the defendant company's tracks, several loud
blasts were touched off without any
CHICAGO, Ill., Jan. 19.—John R. warning being given the charges
Walsh, former president of the Chi- that the reports caused the horse
cago National Bank, which closed which she was driving to run away
its doors December 16, 1905, ras yes- and she was thrown out of the vehterday indicted by the Fedefil grand icle and her ankle and ..back were
jury for alleged misconduct in the seriously injured.
management of the finances of the
W. T. Dougherty sues the com'oenk. The indictment is based upon pany for $45 and $50 on the same
many separate transactions, in each plea, he alleging that the horse ran
of which it claimed t' 'funds of the into a telephone post and demolishbank were unlawfully used,And con- ed the surrey and badly injured the
tains 182 counts, based upon the animal.
financial operations _conducted by
Mr. Walsh.
Mrs. Frankel's At Home.
Invitations as follows are
sent out today:
Mrs. H. M. Frankel
at home
Thursday, January 24
to meet
Fred Hosey, the L. tic N. brakeMrs. E. C. Kleeman
man who was badly mangled at
Pembroke yesterday morning, died
Miss Lilly Franklin
he
where
Earlington
Miss Hallie Mendel
last night at
had been taken.
&-6

aim," "Come Unto Me" and "For
All the Saints." The exercises were
opened with a feeling prayer offered
by Rev. Edmund Harrison. The
Rev. George C. A bbitt read Gen.
Lee's farewell address to his army.
Rev. Dr. J. E. Fogartie delivered a
beautiful and worthy address on
"The Life and Character of General
Lee," and paid a splendid tiibute:to
the great leader, "who waig not conquered, but worn out by victories."
Mr. Hunter Wood read "Gen. Lee
from a Northern Viewpoint,' an exceptionally able appreciation published in "The Outlook." The benediction was pronounced by the Rev.
Millard A. Jehkens.
Exercises to observe the one
hundredth hiithday anniversary of
General Robert E. Lee make the
American civil war seem almost
like ancient history to the generaturn now growing up. General Lee,
ilowever, was one of the oldest leaders on either side of that conflict.
He was sixteen years the senior of
General Grant. Stonewall Jackson,
his own great lieutenant, and next
to Lee the most beloved of southern
generals, was seventeen years his
junior.
General Lee, not alone by virtue
of his years and his gray hairs, but
also by reason of his solicitude and
kindliness, was a father to the southern forces. History wherever written, records Robert Edward Lee as
the perfect flower of southern Chivalry. Generals who opposed him in
battle have been glad to pay tribute
to his knightly honor, his unapsuming dignity and his simple manliness; also they have agreed with
European and American authorities
in assigning him to a place among
the greatest soldiers in history.
General Lee was bcrn at Stratford, 'Westmoreland county, Va.,
Jan. 19, 1807. He entered West
Punt in 1825 and' was graduated
second in his class without a single
demerit mark during his entire
course. He entered the engineer
corps. In 1832 he married Mary Custis, daughter of the adopted son of
George Washington. In the Mexican war he was promoted repeatedly for distinguished services at Cerro Gordo, Contreras, Churubusco
Chapultepec. He was made superintendent of the military academy
at West Point in 1852 and a few
years later was transferred to field
service as lieutenant colonel of the
Second cavalry, doing able ;work
against the Cornanches andl other
hostile Indians in Texas. In 1859,
while on a furlough at his home at
Arlington, Va., he was sent with a
force of United States marines to
Harper's Ferry, where be captured
John Brown. Shortly thereafter he
was made'a full colonel. Early in
1861 Abraham Lincoln sent Montgomery Blair, of his cabinet, to Col.
Lee offering him command of the
United States army. Lee courteously declined the offer, saying that he
could not take up arms "against his
state, his home and his children."
He resigned from the United States
army and was made commander in
chief of the Virginia forces. A little
later he became one of the five full
generals of the Confederacy and
finally commander in chief of all the
southern forces. In the fall of 1865
he became president of Washington and Lee university,:at Lexington, Va., remain ing ;in that position until his death, Oct. 12,1870.
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HAIR BALSAM
CleanAes and beautifies the hair.
°motes ft 111X arid nt growth.
!lever Fails to Restore Gray
Uair to its Youthful Color.
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chuckles the man 'whose policy for
fire insurance reaches his hand just
befcre leaving for husifiess. By 'her'
he means his premises, now safe
from disaster by the payment of a
small annual premium evritten by
this office and placed in the strongest of companies. If uninsured, drop
us a p.ostal. Don't delay—tomorrow
may be too late.
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Pacific

Wireless

Telegraph Co.

How ONE DOLLAR Earned
Two Hundred and Seventeen
Dollars in Only ONE MONTH

Capital, $100,000.00
Established Banking Business
with Ample Facilities and All,
Modern Equipment.

In all records of business enterprises no such authentic results have been brained by any

MANAGES ESTATES and acts as
EXECUTOR,
ADMINISTRATOR,
GUARDIAN.
TRUSTEE,
AGENT, etc.

other legitimate business organization, ancient or modern, and
the Pacific Wireless Telegraph
Co. is only just getting nicely

under way as a profit-making
corporation.
The system owned by this
company is now in daily use by
the U. S. Government.
The only system that operates
perfectly over both land and sea.

Valuables taker! Care of for eusPrivate Safety Boxes in
Largest and Strongest Vault in
Western Kentucky.

tomers.

For testimonials of Railroads
Bank and Government P‘• vial,
and application for stock call on
our local representath e

Interest Paid on Time
Deposits

)‘
Trust Comp'y

Physician 41). Surgeon
Office over the Anderson & Fowler
Drugh Co. PHONES—Cumb. office,

Weekly Kentucky New Era
for Oue Year and

ALL FOR

$1 WORTH OF SEEDS
20 Packages of Your Own Selection
To every one sending in the above amount for a yea..subscription
forward to them by mail, prepaid, an assortment of
THIS OFFER
IS FOR A LIMITED
TIME ONLY!

to our paper (our

20 full Size Pickets of Vegeloble or flower Seeds
of your own selection.

The seeds are put up in handsome lithographed bags, packed by an old reliable seed house, and are guaranteed to be of the finest quality.
Kale, Smooth or Spring
Green Scotch
Siberian or Winter
Kohlrabi, White Vienna
Leek, American F4g
Lettuce, Immensity
Denver Market
Big Boston
California Cream
Ey. Curled Simpson

Prize Head

Musk Melon, Rocky Ford
Netted Gem
Improved Cantaloupe
Banquet
The Osage
Emerald Gem
Green Citron
Cosmopolitan
Water Melon Dark Icing
Light Icing
Iceberg
Mountain Sweet
Cuban Queen
Kleckley Sweet
Kolbs Gem
Blue Gem

Sweetheart
Triumph
Dixie
Georgia Rattlesnake

VEGETABLE SEEDS.
Amperages's, Con. Colossal
Columbian White
Beet, Early Egyptian
Eclipsie
Edmands B. Turnip
Early Blood Turnip
Columbian
Detroit Dark Red
Long Smooth Blood
fiend. Half Long
Mange, White Sugar
Golden. Tankard
Long Red Me.mmoth
Ernasels Sprouts, Dwarf
Cabbage, Early Spring
Early Summer
Jersey Wakefield
Charleston Wakefield
Surehead
Succession
Al! Seasons
Ey. Flat Dutch
Autumn King
Large Late Drumheed
Premium Flat Dutch
American Savoy
Carrot, Guerande
Half Lang Danvers
Long Orange
Cauliflower, Snowball
Autumn Giant
Celery, White Plume
Golden Self Blanching
Pink Plume
Giant Pascal
Collards, True Georgia
Blue Stem
Corn Salad
Cress, Curled
Cucumber, Cumberland
Early White Spjne
Improved Long Green
Early Short Green
Boston Pickling
Green Prolific
Egg Plant, Improved Purple
Endive, Green Curled
White Curled

$1.00 Worth of
Guaranteed Seed .liso
luteiy Free.

Florida Favorite
Bradford
Monte Cristo
Seminole
•
Mustard, Black or Brown
White
Southern Curled
Okra, White Velvet
Onion, Red Wethersfield
Red Globe
Yellow Danvers
Yellow Globe
White Portugal
White Globe
Parsley, Double Curled
Parsnip, Hollow Crown
Pepper, Ruby King
Bull Nose
Long Red Cayenne
Feranokin Large Cheese
Virginia Mammoth

Mammoth Tours
Small Sugar
Connecticut Field
elatlisb, Early Vearlet Turnip
ROT/ Crn
For,mch Breakfast
Lang Scarlet
Early White Turnip
Lady Finger
Chines Rose Winter
Yellow Summer Turnip
Rhubarb, Victoria
Mum. Sandwich Island
Spinach, Viroflay
Eloom!,dale Savoy

Long Standing

Squash, Golden Custard
Yellow Bush
White Bush
Earliest White Scallop
Summer Crookneck
Faxon
Improved Hubbard
Tomato, Spark's Earliana

Matchless

New Stone
Acme
Perfection
Favorite

Beauty

Trophy
Royal Red
Dwarf Champion
Imperial
Fordhook Firat
Turnip, Snowball
White Egg
White Norfolk
Purple Tap Globe
P. T. Strap Leaf
Ey. White Flat Dutch
Cow Horn
Yellow Aberdeen
Golden Ball
Orange Jelly

Seven Top

Ruts Raga, Skirvings
Improved American

Laings Improved

Dwarf

Nemophila, Mixed Pansy Choicest mixeei
Peleliu. Finest mixed
Phlox Druntmorall, Mixed
Pink. China Pinks mixed
Japanese Pinks Mixed
Poppy, Double mixed
Portnlects, Single •mixed
Ricinus (Castor Beans)
Rocket, All colors mixed
sunflower, Cal. Mammoth
Sweet Pees, Pure White
Eckford's Finest Mixed
Sweet Sultan, Mixed
Sweet William, mixed
Virginia Stock. Mixed colors
Wallflower, Sweet scented
7innias, Doable mixed

DearSir: Enclosedfind $
for which please enter my subscription to your paperfor one yearfront date, and send me by mail
prepaid, the assortment of Garden Sads checked above.

rb0S71)FFICE
dile No.__

STATE

P. T.

Agerntum, Painters' Brush
Alyssum Sweet
Antaranthus, Mixed
Asters, Victoria Mixed
Best varieties mixed
Balsam, Double Mixed
Camelia Flowered mixed
Caealia (Tassel Flower)
Calendule (Pot Marigold)
Calliopmis, Best Mixed
Candytort, all colars mixed
Canterbury Bell, mixed colors
Cern:I:hen, Marguerite Mixed
Celooda (Coekscomb)
Chryaant hernam, Tricolor
Clarkin, Red and White mixed
Columbine (Aquilegla)
Corn Flower, Mixed
Cosmos, Largest flowering
Forget-Me-Not (MyosOtlit)
Four O'Cloeka, Mixed
(Win. Mixed colors
Godetia (Satin Flower)
Lantana, Fine mixed
Love in a mat (Nigella)
Lupins. Mixed annuals
Marigold. Double mixed
Mignonette, Large flowering
Morning Glory: Tall mixed
Imperial Japanese
Nasturtium, Tall mixed
Nasturtium

Check the varieties wanted in the columns above and forward to us after filling in
the blank below.
You can select the 20 packets any way you choose,for instance, you may have 20
packets of 1 variety, or 5 each of 4 varieties, or 1 each of 20 varieties, any way so long
as you get 20; and be sure to write your name and address very plainly.

NAME.

CHECK AND
SEND IN YOU:I 3RDER
AT ONCE

All the Best Varieties
Will be Foune Listed
Above.

Isk 14.4.7t.1_

M. H. TANDY & COS.LOOSE ILO
AND GET THE HIGHEST MARKET PRICES %
Sale Days Tuesday and Friday.
Al). Tobacco Settled for on Day of Sale.

TEN THOUSAND HOMELESS BECAUSE PASSENGER TRAIN DEMOLISHED
BY AN OMR OF IWO
OF THE FLOOD IN LOUISVILLE
HOUSED NO /v IN SCHOOL BUILD- car service in several parti of the
w
BLOWN TO PIECES
city is ser1o4ely interfered with,
•
•
1NGS AND WAREHOUSES
Aft
while trains qt nearly all the roads
The Rev. Millard A. Jenkens, pas- '
are arrivinglinyw here from three to
tor of the Baptistr church,. will saill•
•
ten hours.
Feb. 7 for the Holy Land to be ab' The cold weather is causing much
sent from the city two or three •
! suffering among the people who are
months. His supply will be the! Aft
being sheltered in public school i
George W. MacPherson, of w
Rev.
I buildings, warehouses and other I
New
York,
who is said to be areex- •
I 4a
' places. The city elileials have the I
Mr.
preacher.
cellent
MacPherson X
• The Terribie Disaster Occurred
Made Isituation well in hand, and are feedEvery Possible Effort is Be4r
has had remariable success in evan- ,
ling ill-the sufferer* who are enable I
The Big Four Railroad Near
gelical
work in the east. ,
Relieve
to
By The City
to-provide fer themselves.
1.
Sandford, Indiana.
•
They Stand Alone.
Make a note now to get Ely's
Standing out in bold relief. alit
example!
if you are troubled withCream:
conepicnons
a
Balm
as
nasal
alone, and
Jan.
cold
the'.
.
or
in.
hay
fever
catarrh,
of.open, frank and.,.boaest. dealing.1 TEURE HAUTE,Ind,
LO I:IS VILLE,::21.• 2:50 with the sick and affileted, are De. Twenty-two charred and mutilated head. It is purifying and soothing•
1
p. m. The Ohio this morning reach Pierce's Favorite l'reseription foil bodies have been taken from the to the sensitive membranes that
ed 40.6, the highest since 1884. The weak, overworked, debilitated. ner- I smouldering ruins of the passenger line the air-passages. It is made to
river is still rising. The "cutoff"— vous, "run-down."'pain-racked wo- train No. 3, cu the Cleveland, Cin- cure the disease, not to fool the pathe eastern part of the city—is now men, and Dr. Pierce's (*olden Med- chinnti, Chicago & St. Louis (Big tient by a short, deceptive. relief.
entirely under water. The L. 'SG N. ical Discovery, the famous remedy'Four), which Wit destroyed by the There is no cocaine nor mercury in
tracks in this part of town is cover- for weak stomach, indigestion orl explosion of a cartload of powder as It. Do not be talked into taking a
ed. The Henderson route is tied dyspepsia, ,torpid liver, or bilious- It passed a freight train at Sand- substitute for Ely's .Cream Balm.
np. All points up and down the
•
ness,all catitrrhal affections whether ford, nine miles west of here. The All druggists sell it. Price 500.
river report similar conditions.
at
will
reach
least
injured
of
number
kidneys,
by
•
56
bowels,
Ely Brof1.,
Mailed
Warren
of the stomach,
•
Street, New York.
bladder, nasal passages, throat, thirty-five.
•
-LOUISVILLE, Ky., Jan. 21.— bronchia, or other mucous passages, The entire train was blown from
•
With the Ohio relentlessly pouring also as an effective remedy for all the track, the coaches demolished
Its flood southward, and maintain- diseases arising from thin, watery and the engine hurled fifty feet. The
ing a steady rise of an inch an hour, or Impure bleed, as scrofulous and passengers either were blown to
pieces, cremated or rescued in a
Kentucky streams contributing their skin affectlors.
more or less Injured condition.
•
The injured,some of whom are fa- . LOUISVILLE, Ky., Jan. 18.—Dr. f
•
a high wind blowing upstream dam- clues bears upon its wrapper& badge
i
v0
kging shipping and preventing the of honesty In the full list of ingred- tally hurt, are at the hospitals in Sarah Murphy, charged with the
rr
L.ter
U
0
rapid passage of the current, Louis- ients composing it—printed in plain Terre Haute and Paris, Ill., and at murJer of Miss Kate Bryant, of 2
and
which
open
frank
pub- Sandford.
•
vine faces a flood situation
English. This
Buffalo, Ky., by a criminal operaAccording to the trainmen of the tion, was held today without bail. ; r
•
promises to equal before the crest is licity places these medicines in o
0
passed the stage of 1884, the greatest class all by themselves, and is a freight, the powderwas exploded by
Dr. Murphy has been in a similar 2
0
strong guaranty of their merits, the concussion made by the pitmen- trouble before and was tried threel•
flood ever known to the city,
•
Ten thousand peeple are homeless, They cannot be classed as patent , ger train which was slowing doNvn years ago for the murder ot Stella I 2
11
Sandford.
at
they
station
school
are
in
for
for
,
buildings,
the
medicines
•
and are housed
nor secret
Stork, a young Indiana girl. After! 11/
warehouses, and other structures. neither—being of known composi- '
attempting suicide in jail Once and
!0
Miller Clark's Grocery.
Factories in this city, Jeffersonville, tion. '
and having one mistrial she escaped;
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets curel
and New Albany are closed, throwIP
lug hundreds of people out of work; constipation, headache and bilious- ! The grocery firm of Clark & Dent- her could not be procured a second I•
.
Rausie
Dent;
dissolved,
been
has
on
I
in
bus!the
restmerchandise
convenient
a
of
stocks
ness. In vials,
time.
efilifiefieffe)06$04100104.11480011141140011114110•0111001)0
! on, the' junior meinber of the firm'
ness houses along the river front are pocket remedy.
retiring. The other partner, J.
ruined,much lumber has been washed away, and many small houses
Dr. Edwards, specialty, eye,
ness at the same stand under his
with their contents toppled over into
ear, nose and throat. Test made
BOWLING GREEN, KY.
1 own name Mr. Denton has not yet
the water. A conservative estimate
free of charze for glasses. Plice- 1 1 Sustains Teachers', Scientific, Classic, Law It,.Commercial and Special Courses of Stu4
he
do,
will
he
what
Miss
Hurt
and
011ie
decided
W.
J.
crest
May
fully
I
the
with
done,
of the damage
GRADUATES SECURE POSITIONS.
Journals Free.
nix bldg.Matn St.,Hopkinsville. 1 ., Cstologues andMENTION
COURSE WANTIID WHEN YOU WRITE.
t
of the flood yet a day; off, is a Marshall were married Sun ay at 1 having several propositions under
H. H. CHERRY. President, Bowlines Green ktyj
..4-4-4.±.0+0+4-•4444-++++++++044
quarter of a million dollars. Street, the bride's home near Laytonville. consideration.
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IMPORTANT COMPILATION OF
STATISTICS OF TOBACCO.

FOR MAGISTRATES
\NSNSWWWN,

;

AND OTHERS PENSION BUREAU

-

Yield per
Sfates.
Pounds
Acre
Acreage
Teritories
and
224,910
1,785
126
New Hampshire.
338,300
1,700
199
•
.
Vermont
8,246,000
1,750
4,712
Massachusetts
24,532,900
1,735
. 14,140
Connecticut
8,842400
1,250
7,074
New York
35,760,000
1,375
. 26,000
Pennsylvania
17,724,000
600
29,540
Maryland
73,555,425
675
108,971
Virginia
69,807,640
580
• 120,358
North Carolina
8,978,000
670
. 13,400
South Carolina
2,025,000
675
3,000
Georgia
4,725,000
875
5,400
Florida
..•
260,610
510
511
Alabama
66,000
440
150
Mississippi
28,975
476
61
Louisiana.....
294.250
550
535
Taxas
656,080
695
944
Arkansas
34,069,000
785
43,400
Tennessee
3,123,900
780
. 4,005
West Virginia
252,300,000
870
290.000
Kentucky
74,200,000
1,060
70,000
Ohio
11-.),980,c00
915
12,000
Indiana
881,500
8'20
1,075
Illinois
_/• Wisconsin
49,725,000
1,275
39,000
1,093,640
1,498
730
Missouri
682,428,530
....
8,572
796,099
United States

Farm value
Price per lb. Dec. 1
Dollars
Cents
38,236
$
17.0
57,511
17.0
1,525,510
18 5
4,415,922
18.0
1,220,265
13.8
4,897,750
13.7
1,205,232
68
6,031,545
82
6,980,764
10.0
942,690
10.5
607,500
30 0
1,663,750
35.0
57,334
22 0
19,008
28 8
7,968
27 5
70,620
24 0
78,730
12 0
2,555,175
7.5
287,399
9.2
19,427,10
7.7
8,633,000
11.5
746,640
68
61,705
7.0
6,712,875
13 6
98,419
90
68,232,647
10.0

ORDER IS ISSUED

Sour Stomach

"I need Cascarets ant, feel like •new man. I hare
been a sufferer from dyspepsia and sour stomach
for the last two years. I have been takine medicine and other drugs, but could find no relict only
for a short time. I wiJI recommend Cascarets to
my friends as the only thing for indigestion and
sour stomach and to keep the bowels in good condition. They are very nice to eat."
Stuekley, Mauch Chunk. Pia.

/.
Amendment Quoted and Sent Out By

\‘‘\ \\\

The Department.-Penal4 For

\N

s

The Hind You Have Always Bought, and which has been
in use for over 30 years, has borne the signature of
and has been made under his per,
sonal supervision since its infancy.
147
Allow no one to deceive you in this.
All Countei "eits, Imitations and 44 Just-as-good"are imit
Experiment 'hat trifle with and endanger the health of
Infants and ... ildren -Experience against Experiment.

Violation of The Law.

Best For
The bowels

Pleasant. Palatable Potent, Taste Good. Do Good.

Never Sicken, Weaken or Gripe, 10e, 2.:ic 511r. Never
The following order has been issold in bulk. The genuine tahle? 'tamped C CC.
Guaranteed to cure or yoar
..tek
sued by the pension bureau, departSterling Remedy Co.,
r 11.Y. 599
ment of the interior:
ANNUAL SALE,TEN litiLilud BOXES
The attention of magistrates and
others, who may assist in the making and verification of vouchers for
ea.s,irs4t.s,emu/1r
pension, is invited to the following
Castoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Pare.
V.1. Oates
E. C. Gray
gone, Drcps and Soothing Syrups. It is Pleasant.
act of congress;
An act to amend section fortycontains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotle
seven hundred and forty-six of the
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys Worm'
United
and allays Feverishness. It cures Diarrhoea and Wind
revised statutes of the
States.
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regulates the
Be it enacted by the senate and
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep.
house of representatives of the UnitThe Children's Panacea-The Mother's Friend.
ed States of America in congress assembled, that section forty-seven.
"m..
....
"
4/
/ 51e.
2
%.
hundred and forty-six of the revised
GENUINE
statutes of the United States is hereby amended to read as follows:
Bears the Signature of
"That every person who knowingProprietors
ly or wilfully makes, or aids, or assists in the making, or in any wise
procures the making or presentation
of any false or fraudulent affidavit,
LIVERY,FEED and BOARDING
declaration, certificate, voucher, or
paper or writing purporting to be
such, concerning any claim for pension or payment thereof, or pertainKentucky
Hopkinsville,
ing to any other matter within the
jurisdiction of the commissioner
MI4C CtRTAUR COMPANY. TT MURRAY STRICAT. MAW TORII CITY.
Horses Bought and Sold.
of pensions or of the secretary of
East Ninth Street
Phones, Cumh.145, Home 1107
the interior, or who knowingly
or wilfully makes or causes to be
made, or aids or assists in the
making, or presents or causes :to
be presented at any pension agency
any power of attorney Orother
paper required as a %voucher in
drawing a pension, which paper
bears a date subsequent to that
upon which it was actually signed
acknowledged by the pensioner, and
every person befor€ whom any deFor the Columbia disc
claration affidavit, voucher, or other
paper or writing to be used in aid of
and cylind, graphophone
the prosecution of a ny claim for
Edison phonograph and
-Alsopension or bounty land or payment
thereof purports to have been exVictor graphophone at
v ;ry
da
e
43 thdw io shall knosi insly cer
that the declarent, affiant or witness
Fresh Bread,
named in such declaration, affidavit
Pies and Cakes
voucher, or other paper or writing
Baited Daily
personally appeared before him and
was sworn thereto, or acknowledged
Let:us bake your Turkey, Hams, etc.
Man.
ne
Graphopho
and
thetexecutor thereof, when, in fact,
Bicycle
The
such declarant, affiant, or witness
not personally appear before him or
The Phoenix Bldg., 9th St., Hopkinsville, Ky. Home Phone 1664
was not sworn thereto, or did not
Hopkinsville Steam Bakery.
acknowledge the executim thereo
No. 17, East 9th St
shall be punished by a fine not exceeding five hundred dollars, or by
imprisonment for a term of not
more than five years."
••••••11••••••••••••••••••••••••••••6••••••••••
The instructions printed on each •
voucher should be followed strictly.
V. WARNER, Commissioner.

What is CASTORIA

L.

Gray8bGatesi

CASTOR IA

The following table, prepared for comes next with a farm valuation of
the United States Tobacco Journal $8,533,000, followed by Wisconsin,
by the Crop Reporting Board of the Virginia and North Carolina with
Department of Agriculture, shows valuations of over six million do!the acreage, yield per acre, price per lars each. Connecticut had a farm
pound and farm value of the tobac- valuation of only $4.415,922, and New
co crop of the United States during York of only $1,220,265. Pen nsylvania's tobacco farm value for 1906
the season just closed.
From the table it will be seen that is given as $4,897,750, over twenty796,099 acres of land were under to- six thousand acres being under culbacco cultivation in the United tivation. Louisiana also had the
States during the season, which lowest farm valuation-$7,968, Miss
yielded an average of 857.2 pounds to sisippi being a close second, with
the acre. The total production is $19,008.
given as 682,428,530 pounds, with an
average price of ten cents per plund. Chamberlain's Cough Remedy a Safe
Medicine For Children.
The value of the tobacco crop is
In buying a cough medicine for
placed at $68,232,647.
never be afraid to buy
children,
An analysis of this highly importRemedy.
cough
Chamberlain's
ant table discloses some very interand reit,
from
danger
is no
esting facts in connection with the There
It is
follow.
is always sure to
industry. The first is that in Flori- lief
especially for coughs,colds,
da the handsome sum of 35 cents per intended
whooping cough, and
and
croup
pound was the average for the past
medicine in the
better
no
is
there
season. Other high prices were:
these diseases. It is not
for
world
Georgia, 30 cents; Mississippi, 28.8;
a Certain cure for croup, but,
Louisiana, 27.5, and Texas 24. This only
when given as soon as the croupy
is highly significant in view of the cough appears, will prevent the atfact that such states as Georgia, tack. Whooping cough is not danMississippi, Louisiana and Texas do gerous when this remedy is given as
It contains no opium or
not produce such high grade tobacco directed.
other harmful drugs, and may be
as compared with that in Florida, given as confidently to a baby as to
Wisconsin, Pen naylvani a, New an adult. For sale by AndersonYork and Ohio. The lowest price Fowler Drug Co.(Inc.) the leading
and Main St. Hopof tobacco was obtained for the Drug Store 9th
kinsville Ky.
Maryland crop, the average being
6.8 cents a pound, and Indiana,
Fifty-Foot Fissue.
where the average was the same.
Wisconsin tobacco brought 13.5
cents. Pennsylvania 13.7, Ohio 11 5
OLIVE HILL, Ky., Jan. 18.-On
cents. Connecticut tobacco brought Milt Erwin's farm, near here, about
an average of 18 cents as did that three acres of land suddenly sank
`P produced in Massachusetts. Seven- and slipped about thirty feet, leavteen cents was obtained for tobacco ing numerous fissures, one of which
It raised in New Hampshire and Ver- is about 400 yards long, fifty feet
mont, while tobacco raised in Ala- deep and about forty feet wide.
bama brought 22 cents. Tennessee
tobacco brought only an average of
• Killed Looping the Loop.
Cured of Lung Troutle.
•:7.5 cents for a crop of over thirtyfour million pounds, while Ken"It is now eleven years since I had
Buenos Ayres, Jan. 16.-A man by
tucky produced over two hundred
narrow escape from consumption,"
a
the name of Davis was killed in
and fifty million pounds, for which
C. 0. Floyd, a leading busiwrites
Buckingham palace Saturday night
an average of only 7.7 cents was obthan af Kershaw, S. C. "I had
while looping the loop. Davis had ness
varthe
of
efforts
the
despite
tained,
challenged Mephisto, who performs run down in weight to 135 pounds,and
ious associations to bring about a the act nightly, and fell to his death coughing was constant, both by day
while attempting the feat.
raise."
and by night. Finally I began taking Dr. king's New Discovery, and
New 'Hampshire carries the trophy
How to Cure Chilblains.
this for about six months,
continued
for the largest yield per acre, 1,785
lung trouble
pounds having been produced, alenjoy freedom from chil- when my cough and
though only 126 acres were planted blains," writes John Kemp, East were entirely gone and I was restored to my normal weight,170 pounds,"
in the weed. Massachusetts pro- Otisfleld, Me.,"I apply Bucklen's Thousands of persons are healed
duced 1,750 pounds to the acre, fol- Arnica Salve. Have also used it for every year. Guaranteed at L. L.
lowed by Connecticut with 1,735 salt rheum with excellent results." Elgin Anderson & Fowler Co.(Inc)
sores,indo Cook & Higgius. Druggist. 50c and
pounds, Vermont with 1,700, Penn- Guaranteed to cure fever
lent ulcers, piles, burns, wounds, $1.00. Trial bottle free.
sylvania with 1,375 pounds, Wisconfrost bites and all skin diseases.
sin 1,275, and New York 1,250pounds
Price 254at L. L. Elgin Anderson &
"They like the taste as well as mato the acre. The lowest yield per
Fowler (Inc) Cook:& Higgins. Drug ple sugar" is what one mother wrote
acre was in Mississippi, where only
store. Try it.
of Kennedy Laxative Cough Syrup.
440 pounds were secured. Louisiana
This modern cough syrup is absoMoved *to Hopkinsville.
did little better, 475 pounds, followlutely free from any opiate or nared by Alabama, 510; Texas, 550; cotic. Contains Honey Tar. ConMr. Sam D. Wilson, of Wallonia, forms to the National Pure Food
Maryland, 600 pounds, and South
moved with his family to Hopkins- and Drug Law. Sold by R. C. HardCarolina, 670 pounds.
this week, where they will wick.
ville
lowest
number
the
had
Louisiana
k,f acres planted in tobacco, 61, fol- make their future home. Mr, WilIn The Mud.
lowed by New Hampshire, with 126 son will engage in business there.acres, Mississippi 150, Vermont 199, Cadiz Record.
Alabama 511, Texas 535, land ArkanOn the way to the funeral of Mr.
aas 944 acres. Kentucky had the Cure Blood, Skin Diseases, Cancer, W.E. Burrus Saturday, a carriage
Greatest Blood Purifier free.
largest number of acres under tobaccontaining some of the relatives and
If your blood is impure, thin, dis- friends of the deceased dropped into
co culture, the total being '290,000.
North Carolina followed, with 120,- easd, hot or full of humors, if you a mudhole and was pulled in two by
358, Virginia 108,971, and Ohio 70,- have blood poison, cancer, carbun- the team. A wagon had to be driven
cles, eating sores, scrofula, eczema, up to the carriage and its occupants
000.
risings and bumps, scabby, taken out.-Pembroke Journal.
itching,
Kentucky leads the states in the
bone pains, catarrh,
skin,
pimply
number of pounds of tobacco proany blood or skin
or
rheumatism,
duced -252,300,000-followed b y
The Right Name.
Botanic Blood Balm
.Ohio, 74,200,000; Virginia, 73,555,425; disease, take
B. B,). Soon all sores heal
Mr. August Sherpe, the popular
North Carolina. 69,807,640, and WisI (B.
and pains stop and the blood overseer of the poor, at Fort Madi
aches
consin, 49,725,000 pounds. Louisiana
pure and rich. Druggist or son, Ia., says: "Dr.King's New Life
produced the least amount of tobac- Is made
s $1 per large bottle 8 Pills are rightly named; they act
expres
by
co during the past season, her pro$2.50 or 6 bottles for $5.00. more agreeably, do more good and
for
duction amounting to 28,975, follow- bottles
Sample free by writting Blood Balm make one feel better than any other
ed by Mississippi with 66,000 pounds.
B. B. is especi- laxative." Guaranteed to cure biliTennessee showed up well, with Co., Atlanta, Ga. B.
ousness and constipation. 25c at L.
chronic, deep-seat- L. Elgin Anderson & Fowler, (Inc)
34,069,000 pounds, as did also Penn- ally advised for
after all else Cook & Higgins Drug store.
sylvania, 35,750,000; Connecticut, ed cases, as it cures
fails.
24,533,900, and Indiana, 10,980.000
pounds.
0
042.FS 0IR. 41..
The Kind You Have Always Bought •
I
Kentucky also leads the states in Bean the
The Kind You Have Always Bought Bears the
,
Signature
the farm value of the tobacco crop, Signature
of
Ohio
$19.427,100.
at
placed
oeing
-12;t4.4i
1 it
:
-

ALWAYS

Eclipse
Stable.

The Kind You Have Always Bought

r-•

4.

MOM

t

In Use For Over 30 Years.

Records

Give Us
Your
Orders
„or_

Fruit Cakes, 25c Pound
Hot Rolls

5c Doz.

C. E. West, Jr.,

SKarry's

to
Owe
You
Duty
A
•
•
Your Stock

•
•
•
•
•
•

t

•
•
•

Is as great a one as you OWE TO YOURSELF. For that reasou you should
discriminate closely in the selection of food for them. If you want a sleek,
spirited, healthy, strong and useful animal you must FEED HIM PURE
FOOD, and food that has been analytically proven to be essential and necessary to produce these results. If you want an abundance of rich, pure
milk, feed your cow the PROPER KIND OF FOOD to produce It. We have
Investigated the subject and now offer to our customers tho following

P=U=R=E F=O=O=D=S
put up in 100 lb. bags with a guaranteed anaylysis on each bag.
Ingredients, Alfalfa, Meal, Corn, Oats and

Hominy Meal
Corno Horse and Mule Feed
lagredients, Wheat Feed. Gluten, Linseed Meal, Corn,
Oats and Molasses
• Sucrene Horse Feed
•
Ingredients, Wneat Feed, Gluten, Cotton Seed Meal, Corn,
Feed
Oats and Molasses
• Sucrene Dairy
Meal, Hominy Meal, Gluten Meal
o Crem3 Dairy Feed Ingredients, Alfalfa and
Oat Feed
Ingredients, Corn, Oats, Hominy, Meal and
Chops
Oat
Oat Feed
Diamond "C" Corn and
Ship Stuff---Wheat product
At nur Feed Store on 10th and Liberty
•
Bran
and
Oats
Corn,
$treets
Hay,
stock
Large

•
•
•
•

r; •
,

4

•
•

l'rompt deliveries made anywhere in the city
Both Phones
Call at Feed Store and place your order

•
•
•
0.00001110009.4).00

•
•

JANI- ARY is. ler

WAGE SIZ

Give

oromernaoroa.,.../.1,•••=...“.••••••-•t

me an opportunity to buy your Produce

My city trade wants Christian County Produce.

OVER CENTURY OLD

SINKING FORK ITEMS.

SINKING FORK ITEMS.

Bro. Swan failed to fill his regular ,
lappointment at.the•Chriatian church
Sunday on acoount of the bad roads.1

Owing to the recent rains farmers
have begun to build airships to get
1 transportation over the roads.

The Styles of

Mr. J. T.Stevens Made his monthly trip to our town last week.

Diamond

Mr. Clifton Cook left last week for
AND WALKED EIGHTEEN MILES
Bowling Green, where he will enteri
TO GRANDSON'S TRIAL.
Cherry Bros.' business college.

GIVEN BY
CORD AN I

LEADER

TO D IS-

ELEMENTS.

Mr. Fred Sizemore who has been
confined to his bed. on aceount of
sickness is able to be up again.

Brand Sloes
are Exclusive

•

Mrs. Jim Youngtove and daughter. 1
Ruby, of Paducah, are visiting
Boys Charged With Throwing Stone s friends and relatives here;
Services as usual will be. conductExpresses Hope That Good Feeling
and
onions
Into Pessenger Train Held to
new
,
ed
by Bro. Swan third Sunday at!
Turnip greens,
Will Prevail and That All DifAn officer of our company designs
part
of
this
in
plentiful
the
Christian church.
are
lettuce
Jury.
the Grand
the country.
ferences Will be Settled.
our stOs and patterns—and does
Miss Amy Wood was the pleasant
guest of_Mr. and Mrs. U. G. Come- ,
Miss Hattie AtWood IF visiting her
nothing else.
Charles Tuck and Jim Johnson, uncle, Mr. Will Guthrie at Cerulean.
lius Saturday night and Sunday.
This unusual attention to detail
the two colored boys who were arThe entertainment given at the
Mr. C. P. Cook, who recently finThe Princeton Leader has the folrested on the charge of throwing
results not only in originality and
home of Mr. S. E. Miller Saturday
ished a school at Brick church made
rocks into an Illinois Central pas- night in honor of Miss Lucinda Mur- lowing sensible article:
correctness of style, but in
The issuing Of the proclamation by a business trip to Madisonville last
senger train at Pierceton, near the phy, was highly enjoyed by all that
Saturday.
Perhaps
he
means
to
HollowJohn
W.
had
Christmas,
Chairman
County
truer patterns and better fit.
state line, during
were present.
ell, to the people of Caldwell county teach school in Hopkins county next
their examining trial before Judge
This is one reason why Diamond
Miss Fannie Diuguid, of Gracey. and on behalf of the Caldwell Coun- year.
Breathitt yesterday afternoon and
Brand Shoes snug up under the
ty Tobacco Association last Saturthey were held over under $200 bond visited here last week.
Mr. J. H. Cook spent Saturday
wise
magnanimous
and
grand
was
a
next
day
the
to
answer
each to
"Rose-bud" predicts &neither wedand Sunday in north Christian
arch and hold their
jury. Failing to give tne bond they ding in our nf.dst and we belieie she conclusion, and will go far toward prospecting.
shape so nicely.
•5-•
bringing peace and harmony ;n the
went to jail.
has a right to know.
CEisULEAN
NOTES.
confines of the county.
IllWhen these rocks were thrown
O. I.(,
Every syllable of the proclamainto the (rain Miss Nina Thomas, of
tion is fair and certainly conservaRIOLNAKERSey
Clarksville, was struck in the head
M. F. Williams. who was shot
by
evidenced
the
is
outas
tive,
injured.
I
4,tilarE MORE f/NE SHOES THAN ANY OTHER HOUSE/NW
and painfully
by J HS Pollard on Christmas day at
A DELIGHTFUL OCCASION.
WEST\
spoken words of a satisfactory na- Cerulean is able(to be at his home
A picturesque attendant at the
1
ture, especially by the farmers. in again. He has been at I. C. R. R.
trial was Jim Tuck, Sr., the grandI
ASK YOUR DEALER FOR DIAMOND BRAND SHOES 11
and out of the organization, who are Hospital at Paducah.
father of the Tuck boy. This old
(From WednesdaS's Daily)
the only persons direOtly interested.
man claims to be one hundred and
Mr. Martin who married Mrs
Grace Memorial Parish House was
he
is,
he
if
mere•Jact that the
and
because
of
the
ofiage,
years
seven
delightBelle Stewart last summer has mov
the scene of a thoroughly
is remarkably well preserved. It ful church social, last night. Be- tobacco question is a matter for the ed with his family to Hopkinsville.
was reported about the courthouse sides the parishioners, the pastors farmers to settle. It concerns one of
They rented their farm to Mr.
yesterday that this old man had and representatives of other congre- their chief products, thereforecomes Dallas Rogers of Caldwell county.
under the line of business for adwalked all the way from Bell's Sta- gations in the city were present.
• The storm near Cerulean Saturjustment.
tion. about eighteen miles, to thls
The honoree of the event was the
day
night did considerable damage.
trial,
at
the
Hon.
present
by
delivered
be
The
speeches
city so as to
beloved Mrs. E. C. Glass; and this
The
barn on the old Thos. Greer
as
summoned
Headly on behalf of the asalthough he was not
WILLIAMSTOWN, Ky.Jan. 22.—The Tobacco Growers Deposit Bank
noble "saint of the Lord" was the Ward
now owned by Warfield Land- of Grant county, located at Crittenden, was entered by safe blowers,
piece.
a witness and he is so deaf that he center of attention during the e'en- sociation and Rev. M. E: Charnel
last
night, who blew open the safe and stole $500. Mhe robbers left behind in
cannot h-sar it thunder. Yesterday Mg. She bears lightly the burden on behalf of the independent tobac- er was blown down.
The barn on Walter shoulders one of the compartments of the safe $4000. which they had
he sat on the very back bench in the of her years, and many a woman co growers; were of the highest and
overlooked.
farm was moved about three feet off There is no clue to the prepetrators of the crime.
courtroom, holding in his hand a
most
conservative
Order
necessary
who is many years her junior envies
tobacco stick which he uses as a Mrs. Glass' activity and vigor. Her to bring about a thorough under- of the foundation.
Quite a lot of fruit trees and fenccane, and industriously chewing to- broad and sweet sympathy as well standing in order that peace';hoppiflower of thcra3,,,
murdered
ines 0P
n rJanuaryesident.
ing
were blown down.
bacco. He showed no indications
good willmight
"Carnation
as her culture and fine intelligence ness, good order and
Dr. J. G. White was caught out In NI28,
of the strain of the walk and seemed Make her welcome everywhere and prevail throughout the county,' as
when McKinley would have been
to be feeling as well as any one in sought after by people of all .ages. Well as this section of the state, if the storm. He says it was the worst
sixty-flvejears old. The league wa
storm he ever encountered.
the room.
established in 1903, and has among
It was due to Mrs. Glass' munifi- not the entire dark-tobacco district.
Minis Turner says the storm &blew
It is to be hoped that the very best
its trustees President Roosevelt and
cence that the church has the parish
him
off his horse and blew a slicker REVIVAL WILL BEGIN NEXT SUNsome
of the Cabinet officers and
house which she gave to the congre- of feeling will prevail without the
DAY MORNING
coat off of him.
United States Senators.
tion as a memorial to her daughter, least, indication of anything else
_
among the tobacco growers and that
The best joke we have heard of reTrust Enjoined From Receiving Crop Mrs. Emma Gaither.
all will soon see alike for their own cently was told to us today. A lot
Rev. Walt Holcomb Will Preach And
Pledged to The Protective
The entire building was thrown
material benefit. With pencil, hap- of young people who were visiting
BANQUET OF TRAVELING MEN.
Association.
open to the guests and was inspected
Edwin Smoot Will Lead r he
piness and prosperity among the at Mr. Jas Cox's nea.; Cerulean durwith interest.,R is a beautiful house
•
farmers there need be no fear .- upon ing the liblidays went out hunting
Singing.
The following is a, special sent out and excellently equipped. After a
The Hopkinsville Traveling Men's
the part of'the business people of and among the game, caught two
from Springfield, Tenn.:
Association will give its first annual
welcome on the lower floor, the callthis city and county as to their suc- large opossums; Mr. Lee Faulkner
A ease which has attracted a great
room
banquet Saturday night at Hotel
deal of attention here and all over ers were cordially received in
cess. , In fact this is the. ease the who lives near Mr. Cox is quite a
Much interest is being exhibited Latham. The organization is in a
Guild,
in
the
second
of
the
Ladies
the dark tobacco district was heard
wand over, especially if good crops. trapper. Mr. Cox was acquainted in the Holcomb-Smoot revival which
most flourishing condition, and 'the
here last Thursday. The Dark To- story, by the Rev. George C. Abbitt, good prices and good order prevails. with a place where Mr. Faulkner
willbegin next Sunday morning at event promises to be a delightful o-os
the
rector,
and
members
of
Grace
bacco District Planters' Protective
Never in the history of the county had a gvod sized trap setting, so he the Methodist church. While this
in every respect. Many_of Hopkinsassociation secured an injunction church. They were then taken to a Is the time more opportune for a rec- took the two opossums to the trap
meeting will be conducted directly vine's popnlor and valuable citizens
floor
large
apartment
on
the
third
preventing L. W. Fletcher from deonciliation of all differences, and and placed one with a hind leg in under the auspices of tbe Methodist
are traveling inen,and their associalivering his crop of tobacco to C. C. where an elegant collation of sand- the steps taken last Saturday will, the trap and one with a fora leg in
is
church
it
expected
that
its
inflution is not, duly a source of pleasure
Bell II& Son, of this place, who are wiches, salad, pickles, crackers, in our judgment, be the means of the trap.
ence will spread throughout the en- to themselves but is doing much for
and
coffee
was
cheese,
chocolate
buying tobacco for the Imperial Torestoring order and bringing about
Mr. Faulkner was quite supprised tire city and every denomination
the advancement,of the city's inbacco company, and also preventing gracefully served by younger mem- altimate peace and happiness, in- when on the following morning be will be benefitted
thereby.
bers
of
the
congregation.
terests.
Bell & Son from receiving it and all
stead of riot and bloodshed.
went out to inspect his traps to find
The preaching will be both mornBefore leaving the parish house,
other tobacco pledged to the PlanIt should, and no ,doubt
be two opossums in same trap. He was ing and evening by Rev. Walt HolI. C. Changes.
kitchen
visited
the
many
persons
ters' Protective association.
the duty of every true and law-abid- almost afraid to tell any one of his comb, who, though a young man,
Judge Stout, who heard the argu- and exchanged greetings with the ing citizen to protest against any- find because it was such an incredit- Is recognized as one of the most sucTwo important chaktiges in the op-'
ment of council, took the case under "cooks". The entertainment was thing being said or done that is Cal- able story. He soon told Mr. Cox cessful evangelists of the day. The
one.
and
was
most
agreeable
a
advisement and this morning renculated to participate trouble in any of his experience and when he had singing will be an especially attract- perating and traffic department of
characterized by a. charming infordered the following:
form fom now on, henceforth and told otheis also Mr. Cox vouched for ive feature of the services and will the Illinois Central Railroad have
mality.
is
pleading
other
"No answer or
forever., The mailing, of threaten- him but the joke was so rich he be led by Mr. Edwin Smoot, a capa- just been announced, these being the
S.
election of(general manager Ira G.
• -filed to put in issue ony of the charing letters to various persons and (Mr.('ox) soon had to tell his neigh- ble and talented musician.
Hawn as one of the vice-presidents
ges of the bill, therefore, the bill is
placing bundles of switches at var- bors how it happened.
Rev. Holcomb and Mr. Smoot will
of the system, and the appointment
taken for confessed for the purpose
ious homes as reported the early
We are listening each day to hear arrive Saturday. •
of F. B. Harriman to Mr. Rawn's
of this motion. It is charged it had Commits Suicide at Paducah by Swal- part of last week and just now ap- of Mr. Faulkner playing some good
position. Mr. Harriman had hithera contract with defendants, Fletchpearing in the daily press, should joke on Mr. Cox.
lowing Carbolic Acid.
Carnation
Day.
been .general superintendent of
to
delivery
er, Pitt and Lowe, for the
and must be stopped, if serious
--Next
State
Institute.
the
north and west lines, with headof their tobacco to complainauts,who
PADITCAH, Ky., Jan. 23.—Mrs. trouble is to be avoided.
The Carnation league of America quarters at ChiCago.
are the agent in handling and mill- B. C. Nance, a bride of eight weeks,
As a cautious reminder that everyAs provided at a meeting of the
ing tha same; that it has contratts committed suicide by swallowlug body should advise against any furMembers of the state board of ag- has sent out a special appeal to all
of the same nature with thousands carbolic acid. Domestic trouble is thuethreats and depredations, they riculture, forestry and immigration, patriotic men and women to observe direetcrs, Mr. Rawn will have charge
of other persons. That It is the ob- said to be the cause. The body was are cited to the many bloody feuds composed of Hubert Vreeland, the birthday of William McKinley of the operation of the system, makject and purpose of defendants, Bell found by a neighbor woman who in the mountain shction of the state chairman; M. A. Scovell, Desha by wearing a carnatien. the favorite ing Chicago his headquarters.
& Son, to destray the complainants, went to call on Mrs. Nance yester- and the Breathett County feud that Breckinridge, W. R. Moorman, Jr.,
maliciously inducing a violotiou of day afternoon.
is noW attracting widespread atten- Guthrie M. Wilson,Lawrence Jones,
said contract. This is a serious
tion throughout the nation. All of William Adams, J. C. Mayo, W. T.
chorge, which, undenied, fully warthese feuds, now fresh in thew minds Harris, met in the office of the cominjunction
of
an
issuance,
rants the
of the people, are the results of dif- missioner of agriculture. Shelbyand so long as defendants refuse to
ference of opinion that with proper ville was unanimousky selected as
(From Wednesday's Daily)
answer the injunction will remain in
coution could have been avoided. the place for holding the State Farforce. The motion is accordingly • George Hancock of Olmsteitd, Ky. Rather than allow
like conditions of mers' histitute by the board of agrioverruled."
was in the city today.
affairs to prevail in this county and culture, the meeting to be held the
J. D. Nichols and family !Ave section of the state, let everybody last week of February.
moved to Hopkinsville from near encourage peace and good will
Suit For Divorce.
Pembroke and are living at 1116 among our people at every opporMrs. Emma C. Clayton has filed
tanity.'s
East Seventh street.
suit
for divorce against her husband,
Think of the horrible crimes fist
Mr. and Mrs. John C. Thurmond
Incorporating The Grocery Business
J.
A.
H. Clayton, abandonment beconfessed
to
by
JAn
Smith
in
convisited Mr. Jud Torian and family
ing
given
as the cause. The plaintnection
with
the
Of C. R. Clark & Co.
assassination:
.
of
yesterday.
Dr. Cox and scores of other proini- iff also prays for restoration to the
Mrs. William Robb and children nent citizens in Jackson and Breath- name which she bore during her
were
fluincorporation
Articles of
have returned from Arizona.
widowhood.
itt county.
ed this morning for C. R. Clark' &
R. R. Ward, the insurance man,
Would it not be better for all
Buried at Crofton.
Co., which has been in the grocery of Hopkinsville, was in the city yes- classes to forgive and forget rather
John Bennett,a citizen of Earlingbusiness on Main street for several terday.—Princeton Leader.
than allow a worse state of affairs to
ton,died Saturday night at his home
years. The capital stock is given at
prevail here than' where assassinaPrice 25c 50c & $1.00
$10,000 divided into shares of $100 STRAYED—Several weeks ago, a tion has prevailed for years with in that city, death being due to kiddark
red
short
ney
trouble.
He
fine
horn
was
a
R.
bull,
married
man
are
C.
incorporators
with
The
each.
Sold by a.11 Dealers
hardly any sign of an end to the terand leaves a wife and several chilClark, km. H. M. Clark and Leslie short, dark horns and white cloud rible state of affairs?
fore legs extending up side
Boxlev, The company proposes to between
"Sloaris Treatise On The Horse"Sent Free
Let everybody condemn crime, dren. He had been living at Ear• a little. Weighs about 900 pounds.
do a general grocery • business and Information leading to his recovery and advise and see that crime, in lington about two months. His reAddress Dr. Earl 5 Joan,Boston,Mass.
any form, is not cominitteri in the mains were taken to Crofton Monthe indebtedness is limited to the will be gladly paid for.
'wit
JOE M'CARROLL, , future and all will be well.
day and burled there,„
amount of the capital stock.
i
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BLEW OPEN SAFE AND STOLE $501i
LEAVING BEHIND $4,000:1N BANK
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, DUEL IN THE DARK NO MUT LEAGUE PEOPLE IN A PANIC
. BETWEEN THIEVING NEGRO AND
SNUFF CO. GUARU.

Former Was Wounded And Lies In
1

Serious Condition At His Home.
—Waters' Narrow Escape.

4i

Fans will be interested in the following &mit ,the Jacksonville Cott
rier:
Sunday was the last day on which
a meeting could legally be called for
the Kitty baseball league. President
Gosnell neglected to call the meeting,,hence the Kitty league is now
a thing of the past. At least this is
the concensus of opinion of baseball
fans in this city who are posted on
the situation. This morning E. A.
Brennan, president of the local association, received a letter from Mr.
Gosnell stating that a meeting was
called of the Kitty league to meet in
Centralia on Jannaty 27. It is hardly probable that anything will be
done toward attending this meeting.
. A meeting of those interested in
baseball, and that is practically the
whole City, will be held in the parlors of the Pacific, hotel Thnrsday
evening. It is the desire to get the
baseball movement started at once
In order that a representative can be
sent to the Two-I league meeting in
Ottumwa, Is., next Tuesday. Jan.
22. It will be necessary for Jacksonville to send a representative to the
meeting prepared to put up Jacksonville's guarantee. There should
be no trouble in raising this and the
representative should be prepared
to present a good report of the interest taken here ir_ the, proposed
league. •

i

IN BAD CONDITION

7

OVER

BREAKING

OF

12.Atg SEV'EN.

BAILEY IS RE-ELECTED TO THE
U. S. SENATE WITH VOTES TO SPARE

DAM AT

BIG BUSINESS DEAL
ANDERSON & CO. GET VALUABLE

JEFFErtSONVILLE. IND.

MAIN STREET SITE.

Will

Causes an Enormous Loss.—The River

Erect

Handsome

Building Of

at Louisville at Standstill and Will

Their Own on Location of the

Begin Falling Tonight.

Collapsed Garnett Block.

Main street real estate received
• another boost yesterday afternoon
LOUISVILLE, Ky., Jan. 22.' when J. H. Anderson & Co., bought
The river is stationary at the 41.3
, from J. F. Garnett the sites formerstage and will begin slowly falling
ly occupied by, the two store rooms
tonight, as it is falling now above
whichNollapsed during the flood of
here. Points below the city report
N-Ovember 19 and the room recently'
heavy damage. The dam at Jeffervacated by Miss Sallie Hooser's milsonville. Ind., broke today: flooding
linery establishment. The price paid
half of the town, and causing enorwas ;15,1100.
mous loss. The people of JeffersonThis gives a tot With 72 feet front.
by 102 feet deep,located in the very
ville are panic-stricken, and two
square miles are affected. The sufheart of the business section. On
ferers are being taken care of by the
this the new owners'propose to erect
city.
! a big and up to date store in every
About 240 city blocks are subI respect in order to adequately care
merged in Louisville in the territory
I for their enormous business which
running from the Country club to
Is constantly increasing. Anderson
the extreme eastern end of the city
& Co. still hoid a -four year lease on
to Parkland. There has been no loss
the two buildings which they now
of life, but suffeting is acute on acoccupy, these belonging to, the
count of the cold.
Stephen Trice estate. Until this
The life-saving service received
lease expires or some disposition can
more Calls during the morning to
be made of the buildings where they
rescue people from homes than at
!now are, the purchasers of the lots
I will not begin building operations.
any time since the situation became
! When the building is put up,though,
serious.
Sixty-five thousand bushels of coal
it Will be modern and first class in
AUSTIN, TeX., Jan. 23.-Joseph Bally and its further consideration
every
detail and will'he one of the
in barges sank near the foot of
W. Bailey was re-elected United was voted down, 59 to 51.
Fourth street during the night. The
largest
and handsomest stores in the
States senator from this state by a
Tie special investigation coin- state: Realizing the
barges were torn loose from their
importance of
vote, in the two branches of the mitte of the two branches of the
moorings at the upper end of the
having a building of their awn an
state legislature, of 108 to 46. In the State Legislation are engaged in
city. Fifteens barges were swept
capable of meeting tbeir wants, Ansenate the vote %vas 19 in favor considering the charges against
state
derson it Co. bought the property at.
down stream by the •current during
of Senator Bailey and 10 against Senator Bailey.
this time, realizing that they
the morning and five of them strikhim. In the lower house Senator,
would probably never have such aning therennsylvania railroad bridge
Bailey received 89 votes and t'5 were
to secure a suitawent to the bottom. The water enotheropportunity
Senatorial elections were held in a
cast against him.
Galt
the
of
basement
ble location. •
tered the
The opponents of Senator Bailey number of state legislatures yesterHouse, at the corner of First and
made an effort in the house to day. Among those re-elected are
Pleasant Event.
Main streets, during the morning.
secure the adoption of a resolution Morgan and Pettus, of Alabama;
All railroads running into the city
Nfr.
Eli
Berry
was the host of the
roviding that, should the legisla- Cullom, of Illinois; Elkins, of West
greatly.
suffered
have
delightful whist party at, the Asylum
ture vote unanimously for the el- Virginia; Nelson, of Minnesota, and
last night. There was a highly InWarren,
of
Wyoming.
ection of Senator Bailey the latter
teresting series of games, and handshould submit his name to the
some prizes were awarded to Dr.!
School Troubles.
people in a special primary, to be
Minnie Dunlop and Mr. Henry
held with the next thirty days. for a
The "booby" WAS capPaducah is having trouble with its Baynham.
review of the charges preserved
a
tured,
after
desperate struggle, by
NEW YORK,Jan. 22.-J. P. Mor- against him and that, should the re- public schools, the entire faculty
who heretoJoseph
Ferguson,
Dr.
gan has not been at his office since sult be adverse to him, he would threatening to resign when the prinfore
beeii
has
as an authregarded
the holidays. This fact has led to reign. This proposition was not ac- cipal and superintendentleave at the
ority on bridge.
•
repeated'rumors that he has been cepted
by the friends of Senator close of the present session.
seriously ill, and yesterday it was
used by speculators interested in
breaking prices to spread the story
throughotit this country and Europe
that he was at the point of death.
While this was going on Mr. Morgan satin the directors' room of the
Grand Central depot smoking a big
cigar and in the best of humor and
health. When he heard of the rumor
of his serious illness he telephoned
Jack Morgan, his son, to send
promYtt denials over the telegraph

(From Wedne,sday's Daily)
John Bell, colored, was shot and
i seriously wounded by Gano Waters,
; a guard at the American Snuff coin! loamy's plant,this morning about 5:30
o'clock,
According to Waters' story he saw
'
some one fillings sack of coal from
.a pile which had been purchased by
i the Snuff company from the railroad just after it had been wrecked
I near the plant several days ago. He
i went toward the man and called out
to him. The negro started to run
and fired at the guard four times
with a 22 calibre pistol, one of the
balls passing through the. white
4 man's overcoat and another through
, the inside of his trousers leg but
7 neither struck the flesh. Waters
tired at the negro with a shotgun
; which he carried, having nothing to
aitn at in the darkness but the flash- I
e3 from the fleeing map's pistol. He'
, could see no effects from his shots,
as the man kept:going, and he then
telephoned to the police office for .
bloodhounds, intending to track the
man in thisbnanner.
Later it developed 'that Bell was
lying at his lame near the Snuff IS BOY WHO WAS HYPNOTIZED
.company's plant with his left armn
BY GIRL.
broken in two places and a load of
shot in his back. He admitted that
he :was shot tame* in the manner
described by Waters except that he
denied having fired his' pistol or The Whole Affair Started As a Joke,
But Young Man Was a
even having one. He says that when
someone called to him he started of
Good Subject.
and that they began shooting
at him. A sack said to contain 140
pounds of coal was left lying near
the pile.
The first load of shot evidently
LEXINGTON, Ky., Jan. 14. - The
went through Bell's left forearm, young Bible college student, R. 'P.
breaking it in two places and then Booker, "hypnotized" at a taffy
grazing the flesh across the stomach. party Thursday night by Miss Ray
The other shot struck about the .Mcclarvey, is still in a serious consmall of the back but are 'not dition at his room at the college dorthought to have penetrated the citieYoung Booker is from
ity.
Scottsville, Ill., and this is his second year at college.
1
It appears that the hypnotizing
Earle Cary Leaves Clarksville.
was only a play or joke. Miss McEarle M. Caryl Secretary of the
is not a hypnotist, nor has
Garvey
Clarksville Chamber of Commerce,
she
ever
studied the art. The young
has been appointed Assistant to Guy _
people
were
only playing hypnotizR. Johnson. Vice President and Gen- iug
having
adopted
signals by which
era! Manager of the Alabama Conone
doing
the
'
hypnotizing
could
Company,
Iron
solidated Coal &
,
impart
to
the
hist
hypnotized
what
Ala.
with. offices at Birmingham,
he
,
or
she
was
wanted
to
do.
The
,The offer came to Mr. Cary unsOliciof
number
strokes
corresponded
ted, and carries with it a handsome
I with the number of lettsrs of the
salary. The concern is one of the
. alphabet, one stroke being "A,"
largest industrial institutions in the
two "B." and so on, and with the
.
and
south engaged in mining coal
,
strokes
of the forehead the words
iron ores and the manufacture o
would
be
spelled out.
pig iron and coke.-Clarksville Leaf .
One
would
be told to play the
Chronicle.
piano, another to dance, or to go to
sleep.
Young Booker was not adLike Finding Money.
vised of the signals, and did not understand the queer actions of those
It is quite unusual to be able to who had gone into the "spells" bebuy fifty cent pieces for a quarter, fore hint. The first time he took the
'but that is what this offer really chair he was not Influenced in the
means, for it is only recently, leftst, and he did believe he could be
• through the solicitation of Druggist hypnotized.
L. L. Elgin that this medicine could I 1` secondh
time he allowed Miss
: be bought for less than fifty cents. McGarvey to try him he becstne
He urged the proprietors to allow drowsy, and for 'a time it was
• him to sell it at this reduced price thought he was acting as the others'
for a little while, agreeing to sell a had done but he did not "come out"
certain amount.' The result has jus- and like "Margery the hypnotist's
tifled his good judgment, for the , daughter" of the comic supplesale has been something remarka,- ,' inents Miss MeGarvey began to
.1. P. MORUAN; JR.
ble.
' feel thitt she bad made a mistake
to
wires
representatives of the firm
Anyone who suffers with head- and used the wrong "word:" Bookthe facts to the Wall street
gave
and
,
at
sour
dizziness,
ache. dyspepsia,
er was able to walk to his room,and news agencies.
I
any
or
eyes,
mach, specks before the
still his fellow students 'thought
_While Mr, Morgan's obituary
liver trouble, should take advantage him feigning.
probably
will not be written for
of this opportunity, for Dr. Howard's I All day yesterday he was
nervous
years
Wall
street will see little of
specific will cure all these troubles. and unable to leave his
toed.
A
doe
him
in
future except when financial
But if by any chance it shodld not, tor was summoned, but be
could matters of great importance require
nwney.
your
; L. L. Elgin will return
.
give no relief, and today Booker was his attention. Mr. Morgan has prac. The speellle is very pleasant to stuiff
Ileirnb
inged.
froHesays he has been tically retired from business. The
• eke, coming in the form of small
nervousness, due, he financier has placed his
affairs in
to had study,i
doses , thought,
granules, and there are sixt
yr
and that t
will
it
that
such
not
shspe
be necesin every package. It is especially was the excitement that affected
in
sary
him
for
future to give personcokvenient when traveling, and no ham.
to
the business of hi;4
attention
al
I
withjourney
Miss McGarvy is the daughter of
one should start on a
It will hereafter be
house.
banking
inediJ. W.McGarvey, and a grand4aughout a bottle of this reliable'
in the hands of J. P. Morgan, his
, ter of'President J. W. McGarvey of
eine.
who has since Jan. 1 been the
w...),5-d:V)
the Kentucky University Bible col- son,
head of both the New York
prhctical
lege. She is a musician of rare abilwas
London
and
and
ity,
houses. Mr. Morgan
much
affected with the
Hangings In February.
the
senior partner, but h
condition of young Booker, whom remains
he scarcely knew. She had played will be rather a consulting than an
Four men are to be hanged in Ken- "hypnotism" often, but had never active member of the firm.
tucky on Friday. February 16 next experienced any ill effects from it
Mr. Morgan is nearly seventy, but
under judgments of court, the GOv- I Miss Ottie Talory of Cincinnati, he is in vigorous health and is both
ernor fixing the date for execution, , whom it was said she hypnotized so mentally and physically as alert as
They are:Guy Lyon and W. R.• that she remained in the hypnotic he was twenty years ago. He has
Fletcher, of Logan county, convict- statetfoT fifteen hours, says she Was really not been an active factor in
ed of coMmitting criminal assault, only feigning, and that she was not Wall street since the flotation of the
and Ben Huffaker, of Lyon county, hypnotized.
United States street corporation,
and Jessie Fitzgerald, of Knox I
which he regarded as the crowning
county, sentenced on convietion of
achievement of his career.
PARKER'S
murder.
HAIR BALSAM
CD Lk. RI•10 C) IAL..
Cleanses and bean:Ales the hats.
Promotes a luxuriant growth.
The Kind You Have Always Bought
&lin the
Never rails to Restore Gray
Hair to its Youthful Color.
Signature
s a/p diseases &
Cures ,
1
,

4
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CASH PRIZE CONTEST
THE NAME

1

owdoi Dyspepsia Our*
siasetswhet est,

Stands for all that is best in business education. We want you to know not only our name but our
School. Should like to show you our study halls filled with intelligent young men and women, all of
whom are preparing themselves for business employment. This is where business men come for their
Book-keepers, Clerks and Stenographers. They find them to be well prepared for the duties of business
life.
Many have secured good positions after completing their course in this school. This has helped to
make our school popular in Southern Kentucky and is why you hear our school mentioned so frequently.
Now we want you to talk about our school and to assist you in remembering that Lockyear's College is the largest institution of its kind in this section of the country. is the purpose of this contest: in
order to make this interest you, we are offering Three Cash Prizes. Read this bit of

How many words can you make from the letters composing the word LOCKYEAR'S? The one
sending in the greatest number of words by FEB. 10th will receive $3, and the two sending in the next
highest number will be given $1 each.
You may use any letter in the name as often as you like, but NO letters not in the name. For instance: The letters in the name will form the following words, "looks," easy." The only condition you
will have to meet with, in order to be considered a contestant, is that you fill in the blank spaces below
with the name and address of three young persons whom you think we might secure as students this
spring.
Then sign your name in the space below and send it to us together with the list of words and we
will register your name and the number of words as soon as received and report to you on tht, above
mentioned date the names of those sending in the largest number of words.
1 HE FOLLOWING PERSONS MIGHT BE INDUCED TO ATI-END YOUR SCHOOL THIS SPRING.
STATE
POST OFFICE
NAME

SENT BY

Address, Lockyear's Business College, Inc., Hopkinsville, Ky.

110c.an4 $1.uu at
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the country to last 4,000 or 6,000
years it does seem as if it ought to be
easier to get enough in the cellar to
last for four or five months.
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The effect of malaria lasts a long time.
You catch cold easily cr become ram•
down because of the after effects of maizria.
Strengthen yourself with Scott's
Emulsion.
It builds new blood and tones up your ncrvotis
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ire caused by Indigestion. If you sat a
little too much, or if you are subject to
attacks of Indigestion, you have no doubt
had shortness of breath, rapid heart beats,
heartburn or palpitation of the heart
Indigestion causes the stomach to

expand — swell. and puff up against the
heart. This crowds the heart and interferes with its action, and in the course of
time the heart becomes diseased.

Kodol
Dyspepsia Cure
digests what you eat, takes the strain off
of the heart, and contributes nourishment,
strength and health to every organ of the
body. Cures Indigestion. Dyspepsia, Sour
Stomach. Inflammation of the mucous
membranes lining the Stomach and Digestive Tract, Nervous Dyspepsia and Catarrh
of the Stomach.
After eating, my food would distress me by making
my heart palpitate and I would become very weak.
rinally I got a bottle of Kodol and it gave me immr
bate relief. After using a few bottles I am cured.
MRS. LORING NICHOLS, Penn Yan. N. Y.
I had stomach trouble and was in a bad state as I
lad heart trouble with It. I took Kodol Dyspepsia
Duro for about lour months and it cured me.
D. KAUBLE, kiticida 0
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and hates both, and the murder th t
was in his heart becomes an awf,,11reality in due time, for the great mile
derer had taken possession of him
(ll John 111, 15; John viii, 44).
Yet see the love of God as He reasons with Cain and points him to the
sin offering still within his reach for
him to accept and offer if he will, for
verse 7 really says. "A sin Offering is
at your door." But Cain will not submit to God. The line of Cain is seen
not only in this chapter to the end, but
In a Pharaoh, a Sennacherib, and all
blasphemers until the last of whom we
read in Dan. xi, 36, 45; Rev. xiii.
But the Lord liveth who will bring
every one and every work into judgment, and the question, "Where is
Abel, thy brother?" is still ringing
lown the ages, and though many may
say, "Am I my brother's ke.yper?"
Ezek. xxxiii, 7, 8, indicates that much
blood may be required at the hands of
many. If we know the gospel of the
grace of God, we are debtors to all
who know it not, to give it to thee'
also, but are we ready? (Rom. 1. 14-16.)
Note Jehovah's two queetiops 19 ill, 9;
ft. 9, "Where art thou.?" "Where is thy
brother," and may we hear them to
some purpose. The only way to God
is by Him against whom the sword
awaked (Zech. xiii, 7). for there is none
other name nnder heaven whereby we
may be saved, and there is - no salvation through Him but by Ms precione
bloed (Acts iv, 12; Lev. xvii, 11; IIeb.
ix, 12, 22), As to the infallibility o!'
these Genesi!, records let it suffice th it
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It's 10 to 1 you do U you are a victim
of malaria.

Don't Do It. ft's Dangerous,
We'll admit it will cure malaria, but it leave'

almost deadly after effects.
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Two Good Families Lost This Week
Because They Could Not Find
Suitable Residences.
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Do you pin your hat to your
own hair? Can't do, it?
Haven't enough hair? It must
be you do not know Ayer's
Hair Vigor! Here's an introduction! May the acquaintance result In a heavy growth
of rich,thick,glossy hair! And
we know you'll never be gray.
is the most
-I think that Ayers ifsir Vigorever
made. I
wonderful heirgrower thit

NEW

SUMMER HOME TO BE ESTAB- ISSUES STATEMENT OF INTEREST TO ITS MEMBERS
LISHED IN STATE

EMBROIDERY and INSERTIONS
and

By the Kentucky Division Of the In- Schedule of Minimum Prices They;
Should Get For Their Products
ternational Sunshine S,,ciety.—Financial Support Prornised.
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This Year.
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lators. They commire production
making it their home.
consumption and thereby deterand
Only this week two families, after
•
mine, in real accordance with the
coming to this city, returned to their
law of supply and demand, what the
- former homes, having been unable
proper minimum price Is for the varto rent houses that suited them.
products. They are adopted by
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Main Sy.
One of these was a man who forHophinsville, Ky
convention and ratified
national
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merly lived near Bowling Gres-,n hot
by the state, county and local unwho had sold his farm there and had
KENTUCKY BOYS FOR THE
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gone to Texas with the intention of
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Per bushel—Wheat No. 1 Northhe was not pleased with the 'outlook
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Spring, Minneapolis, $1.00;
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and without ever unloading ,his
wheat No. 2, Red Winter, Chicago,
househo/d goods from the car in
$1.00; corn No. 2, after Jin. 1, to
which they were shipped he return- College Representatives Are Being
April 1, Chicago, 50 cents; corn No.
ed to Kentucky and having heard of
Examined af Lexington —Ore
after April 1, Chicago, 55 cents;
2,
Hepkinsville's prosperity came here
No. 2 white, Chicago, 40 cents;
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Soon.
Course
Begins
with the purpose of buying a small
No. 2 or good malting, Chicabarley
farm near the city so that he might
Incorporated)
rye- No. 2, Chicago, 75
cents;
55
go,
place his children in school. He
$100,000.00
^APITAL
cents; buckwheat, in country, 70
had $5,000 in leash which he wished
.
35,000.00
SURPLUS
cents; potatoes, Irish, Chicago, 65
LEXINGTON, Ky-., Jan. IS—The
to invest but he could not find a
cents; potatoes. sweet, at principal
suitable pl4ce which he could rent Rhodes scholarship examination is
We Extend a Cordial Invitation to the Public to
markets, , 75 eenta; beans, white
college
place being conducted at tile ,atate
temporarily-rnrwe
hand-picked, Detroit., $1.50; beans,
Call and Inspect Our New Quarters,
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ton—Hay, No. 1, timothy, Chicago.
The other family came here from ing Kentucky University; Winchesv-t 1
$14.00; broom corn to farmers, $75.00
Princeton. but not being able to find ter Stewart, Owensboro, representOur equipment is thorough, modern and efficient.
Per pound—Cotton, mid.4_$100.00.
a place for rent they also were forced ing Cenral University; Pollard
wool,
Our faithful and untiring service is at the command of every cuscents;
12
York,
Ne)v
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White, C diz, representing Georgeto return to their former location.
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.
,
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country,
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This is a mighty good indication town College; W. S. Hamilton,
furn1-41 our customers safety deposit boxes for valuables.
Chicago,
We
at
,
r,..
cwt.Nsittvre,
cents. Pet
of the growth and prosperity of the Brandenburg, renresenting State
We pay 3 per cent interest on time certificates of deposit.
cite, but some steps should be taken college. One of the two successful BELONGING TO BROTHER OF —Sheep,$5.50 @ 5.5; lai $6.50
7.50; hogs, $6.00@6.50; cattle,i4,90a'
totyard erecting flats or other suita- candidates will begin the course iii
J. E. McPherson, Cashier.
Henry C. Cant, Pres.
RAIDERS' VICTIM.
650.
ble buildings so that all new comers October, succeeding Clark Tandy,
H. L. McPherson, Asst. Cashier.
Below these prices, the society urwill have no trouble in finding a son of W. T. Tandy, of Hopkinsges, farmers should not sell. Each IL
hotse.
ville.
based on a central market, and
is
' PRINCETON, Ky., Jan. 22.—The
Stuck in the Mud.
dairy barn of W. H. Stegar was the farm price will be enodgh less to
burned by incendiaries during the equal freight and a fair commission
The other day a horse which had early hours this morning, the build- to the handier. Farmers should con(From Tuesday's -Daily r
mired up between here and Days- ing and all of its contents, including trol their marketing so as to keep
E. 'I'. Libby has resigned his posi- vale had to be shot and killed be- he cattle •housed therein, being a the market hungry and the demands
tion as custodian of the Elks Home fore it could be removed from the total loss. The incendiaries made seeking the supply, whip they can
and has been succeeded by Robert roads so that others might endeavor good their escape after firing the make their oWn prices. Tney should
'Baker.
to get thraugh this particular mud- barn and left no trace as to their see to It thr t their crops go off of the
farms throughout. the period of a
Miss May Nash, daughter of Rev. hole. The incident is a fact not a Identity. No cause is gi% en forj the
year instead of in a few months.
C.'S. Nash, is seriously ill at her joke. People of Todd county, are deed.
Farmers can complete these prices
Mr. Stegar is a brother of James
home in Temple, Texas. Her con- we to continue to live like mud-rats.
•
Stegar whose tobacco warehouse by.refusing to sell for less, and those
dition last night, atcording to a tele- —Elkton TIMM.
was burned on the morning of Dec- farmers who hold for these prices
, grain received today by Charles
ember
1, 1906 by the masked mob of are very certain to get them, for the
Escapes Pen.
NiSsie her brother, was somewhat
men
who visited Princeton upon world needs all of the crops and not
inproved, and there was hope for
only a part of them, and will pay
NW recovery.
Mose Parker, a negro who was in- that occasion and at the same time
urned the warehouse of J. G. Orr. the farmers' price if he steadfastly
Mr. and Mrs. Jere Tobin have re- dicted by the present grind jury for
refuses to accept the prices made by
-••••turned to Nashville after a visit to robbery, was brought out for trial
on boards of trade and
speculators
yesterday, but instead of being con.1:L. Tobin.
S. of E.
exchanges.—A.
victed of robbery he was tried for
••••
Miss Clayton Bottles has returned lunacy and sent to the asylum at
44iFeni a visit inliadisonville.
Hopkinsville, guard Nat Mercer
up last night and taking him
coming
Misses Bettie and Ruth Fuqua
morning.
tis
hack
have gone to Texas to spend some
ago Parker snatched a
time
Some
time.
watch from a Mr. Rasdall and ran BUT FORTUNATELY NONE (IF
Mrs. A. W. Pyle is visiting relaoff with It.—Bowling Green Journal.
THE PASSENGERS WAS HURT. ! OF OFFICERS HELD BY COUNTY
tives in Nashville.
MEDICAL SOCIETY.
Miss Mary Lee Atkins wkul
to Bowling Green this morning to
enter the state normal school, she
(From Tuesday's Daily) = +he Christian County Medical Sorecently having been awardt d one
Fast passenger No. 54 on the L. ciety met in regular session Monday
of the scholarships from this county. Guy Lyon, to Hang on a Friday, Told
& N. was wrecked last night about in this city. The session was held
Mr. C. L. Williams, the Orville
, 8:30. The wreck occurred on the at the city hall.
Tt;at is +Ns Fortunate. Day.
int reliant, was in this city Monday
BOWLING GREEN, Ky., Jan. new track lust below Springfield, The feature of the meeting was the
and Tuesday.
19. - Guy Lyon, one of the Logan Tenn., and was caused by a broken annual election of officers which resulted as follows: President, Dr. J. We have just received a barrel of FAT FINE
Mrs. L. Nash was called to Louis- county-prisoners in jail here, who is rod dropping on the track.
The engine, five coaches and two E. Stone, of Hopkinsville; Vice Preville this morning to attend the bed- to be hang on Febuary 15, sent to a
ones. Something that will please.
sident, Dr. D. Erkiletian, of Casky;
side of her mother who is critically New York astrologer some time ago sleepers were overturned.
No one was injured as the train Secretary, Dr. A. H. Edwards, of
ill. Miss Edna Nash has been in to have his fortune told. The asreand
horoscope
running slowly but traffic was Hopkinsville.
was
his
cast
trologer
Louisville with her grandmother for
Dr. Stone recently moved to this
afternoon.
this
blocked well up into today,although
turned it to him
some time.
city
from Herndon. Dr. Edwards
Some parts of it fit the prisoner very three wreckers spent the night in
Mrs. Hattie Dietrich Seward, of
was
re-elected.
well, though he will hardly consider clearing away the wreckage. The
Nothing finer ever struc'S the town. Qualitr
Akron, 0., is visiting the family of
There was an interesting and proFriday his lucky day as was told accommodation was turned around
her brother, Prof. Chas: H.Deitrich.
Al. Phone us your wants or call at store
when it reached this city and sent fitable program of papers, and a
him by the astrologer.
Webb C. Bell is able to be 04 of
back and took the passengers and general discussion of the subjects
an attack of grippe.
baggage
and mails and completed presented.
Nuptial Pieties.
Those present were Drs. Woodard,
the run to Evansville., The accomHiram Thomas I'M returned from
Stites,
Jackson, Bacon, Peyton,
modation returned here:this morning
(From Tuesday's Daily)
Hot Springs where he spent several
at 6 o'clock and on account of the 'lamed, Keith, Dennis, Stone,Alakweeks.
Nelson McKnight and Miss Ola
Wholesale al Retail Grocers
°rim
being worn out by their all ey and Edwards, city; D. H. Erkitoday at
Thomas W. Long, the popular Moreland were married
leticn,
of
aid
Rollow,ef
Casky,
J.
S.
Nashville
night
no
trip,
to
trip
was
Rod Fro n
Both Phones
cashier of the First National Bank, Empire, Rev. p.P.Gladtlish officiat- made this morning.
Kennedy.
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is ill of tonsilitis at his home on ing.
for
WANTED—Homes
young
two
SOuth Main street,
?V ladies, 15
Rufus Gamble and INias Henrietta
and 17 years old. Well ed:
0.
4
!--•-•44-es++++fame
e-ogo
riode
wirtimetia,
Miss Bessie Richards has returns(' Lucinda Jenkins will be married at
misted and competent to do any
We want five-hundred "ALMO"
°in a visit to Evansville.
kind of household work. Apply at
the bride's home near Crofton toJingle yerses for our "ALMO"
morrow. The ceremony will be perCounty Judge's office.
d 6t. w. It
Jingle Book, and we want them
formed by Rev. W. F. Crick.
J. B. Craven's Will.
now. We will pay fen dollars each for the ones. that we use.
Girl on City Desk.
"ALMO" means a fine complexion. A few drops of "ALMO" put
J. W. Hawkins, a merchant of
The will of J. B. Cravens was
into the washbowl every day will
and TRADE-MARKS_IromPaY obt'tilled hi
A few Drops of "ALMO"
Miss Ora V. Leigh. sister of Ed
probated in county courty this morn- Nortonville, and Miss Lizzie Brownwork w niders with your complexall countries, or DO fee. we o)tata pArt NT$
the washbowl now and
In
trw
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dap-.
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a
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the
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Leigh,
them
ing. The pioperty of all kinds is ing of the same place. were married
PAY,
governor's private secrethoroughly, at our
THAT
then,
and
expense,
he/p
you
to
encores.
Opens
and
skitinvhile you wash.
tary, has taken the position of city
left to the widow, Mrs.. Augusta at Nortonville Monday. The groom
fiend mode'. photo or sketzh 'ir FREE report
Means a fine complexion.
and
Cleanses
pore.
every
purifies
on patentabi;ity. 20 years' practice. SUReditor of the Paducah News DemoCravens, and she is also named as Is 28 years of age, and this is his secbeautifies. Refines the skin. Is ' Makes you look young again.
PASSING REFERENCES. For free tinfila
is
bride
his
while
marriage,
ond
107
Zook on Profitable Pnteht.44 v. rite to
crat. She is one of the brightest
executrix, she was not required to
antiseptic, pure and soothing.
503-505 Seventh Street,
journalists
in[the
.
give bond. The qualified by accep4ti only 17.
statt
we
never
will
"ALMO"
used
send you a
have
you
If
FREE!
WAS,1-11 hi GI-Ohl,
full size dollar bottle FREE upon receipt of this advertisement and
ing the trust.
six two cent stamps to pay postage and full particuir CIP MIL X AL.
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HOLD EXAMINATION

The Kentucky division of the International Sunshine Society incorporated this week has for its purpose the establisment of a summer
home for poor children similar in
conitruction and equipment to those
conducted by the society in New
York and other cities in the East. A
number of charitably inclined persons have had the matter under consideration for several months and
the incorporation yesterday was the
first definite step toward the establishment of the home. A wealthy
woman whose name will not be given out just now has donated 150
acres of ground near Lagrange as
well as a substantial sum for the endowment of the home and other persons who have become interested
In the project have promised financial support.
The work of establishing the home
will ne rapidly pushed and it is confidently hoped the building will be
in readiness for the reception of the
poorer children who will avail themselves-of an opportunity to spend a
vacation thete aext summer. The
incorporators of the Kentucky
branchare: J. N. Gathright, Judge
W.0. Dearing, Dr. Phillip F. Barbour, P. P. Huston and W. H. Englehard. The maximum debt is fixed at $3,000. .
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Be Wise! Be Wise'

e Happy! Be Happy!
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CCO on Abcrnattly's Loose Floor

Close up the year's business. It will cost 3ou 25c per 100 pounds to sell on the Loose Floor.
What does it cost you to sell elsewhere? And? And? And?
'•.

Prices, Cash Returns, No Hereafter
Results on Loose Floor: Correct Weights, Highest
REST! READY FOR NEW CROP!
CROPS CLOSED OUT! REST! REST!

HE OBJECTS TO
U. SITILUEACKETS

HOLCOMB-SMOOT REVIVAL;„,e,AT THE METHODIST CHURCH.
tne.'w th leaf

HACKED UP BY AXE

hea e.sr• .et /

AFTER

HE

HAD

BEEN

THROUGH THE

GOVERNOR SENT PEREMPTORY
REQUEST FOR WITHDRAWAL 4,

SHOT

HEAD.

Several Other Persons were Injured

LONDON, Jan. 21.—The foreign
office has demanded an explanation
of Gov. Swelteoham's action in re'questing Admiral Davis to leave
Kingston. Great regret is expressed
• here over the incident.

United States Depositor'''.

The Only National Bank in the City
Assets, $425.000.00

Weaver's Store.

Solicits accounts of inlividuals and corporations desiring 3
safe place of deposit or accommodations on approved security.
Three per cent. interest paid QU Time Certificates of Deposit.
Safety Deposit Boxes for customers.

In a shooting bee a Weaver's
Store, just across the s ate line in
Tennesse.:Sunday aft noon, George
Collins was killed a d two or three
more or Arseother negroes we
wounded.
oat Collins and
It is,allege
were calling on some
anot
'•tcoiinen anthat Jesse White, Henry
Killibrew and Love
Baker,
Killibreti, all of whom were drunk,
came up and demanded admittance.
This being refused them they began
shooting into the windows and finally battered dow,n the door when
a free for all fight resulted.
Collins was shot in the head and
killed on the spot, and his body was
hacked up considerably with an axe.
Some of the attacking party also
bore away the signs of the encounter, but all of them made their escape
and have not yet been apprehended.
se.
Turnip Salad.

Have Sailed Away.

OF HOPKINSVILLE, KY.

In Free For All Fight Near

TO REAR ADMIRAL DAVIS.
Shocked At British Official's Lack Of
Appreciation) The Americans

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

Geo. C. Long, Pres.
Thos. W. Long, Cashier
C. F, Jarrett, Vice Pres.
•prorraare.liv,
••"

OMNI!

WINFREE & KNIGHT,
RCai Blake

peo_ good fence,. orchard and pi,nty of
The season of the year when
water and timber. This is a fine
pie want to buy real estate is at hand farm and locatect
in one of the best
now and we invite those who want farming sections of
the county and
to buy or sell to consult this column. will be sold
on
reasonable
terms.
KINGSTON, Jamaica. Jan. 21.—
We have excellent facilities for
An elegant farm of 115 acres of
conducting the business and will ad- land, on
The government, believing itself
good public road, in one of
vertise the property put into our the best
able to cope with the situation withneighborhoods in South
fur
will
and
charge,
of
free
hands
I
Christian,
to postoffice,
out outsidefassistance, the American
nish prospective customers convey- schools andconvenient
a high state
in
churches.
warships sailed for Guantanamo.
without
property
cost
at
ance to look
of
good
cultivation,
.9 rooms
dwelling
-to them. Come to see us if you want •
one
large
tobacco
barn.
if
nothing
and ball,
you good
to sell, it cost you
stables
and
cow
house,
buggy
21.—
Jam.
Jamaica.
KINGSTON,
2 new cabins, smoke house.ous
fail
acres, located,e,
Good farm of 155
Rear Admiral Davis' mission
hen
house,
new wire fence, 'nice
well
mercy to stricken Kingston cram to
J. R. Gresham, who lives near the near Howell, Ky The farm is good
orchard,
young
grapes, rasp-berries
fenced. has house oi 3 rooms,an end Sattuday in conseopInce of
city on the Cadiz road, brought to tenement house of 3 rooms,two large I and strawberries, plenty of water.
Gov. Swettenham's objeT,tion to the
this office-this morning what is pro- new tobacco barns, one good stock'very desirable, will be sold cheap
REV. WALT HOLCOMB
and on easy terms.
ensailers
AmerleraC
of
presence
bably the largest amount of turnip barn, new smoke house and other
400 acres of desirable farming land
noted evangelist and co-worker with Sam Jones for the past three
The
gaged in the wk"of clearing the
salad yet produced on one turnip. -outbuildings and about 20 acres good In Montgomery county, Tenn. heavlow
a
price
et
sold
be
Will
years and up to the time of the latter's death, last fall, will begin a revivtimber.
ly timbered, 10 miles from Howell.
streets, guaaing property and secThe leaves of the turnip would make and on easy terms.
al at the Methodist church at 10:45 o'clock Sunday morning, January 27.
Ky., price $7.00 per acre.
several
for
enough
coring :
.and
4 n-O3 wounded and sick, calfull
dish
of
a
acres
8
Mill property with or 10
Valuable store room on Main
The singing will be led by Mr. Edwin Smoot, a thorough musician • both
land, 3 dwellings, one store house street.
mine.'ting in a letter to the admira
. .people.
One of the best business loby talent and training and a soloist of marked ability and power.
blackestablished,
with good trade
Pel'emptorily requesting him to recations
in
the city.
smith shop and postoflice with daily
of
Farm
406 acres of fine land in a
Has Resigned.
. embark all parties which had been
mail. The mill is in a fine agricul- mile of mill, postoffice and church
landed.
tural section with a good local cus- Splendid house of ten rooms, large
Capacity of 50 barrels of flour stable, 7 cabins for hands, 3 large
tom.
The friction between the governor
E. A. Roper has resigned his posi- per day.
Thoroughly equipped tobacco barns, 90 acres fine timber,
and the admiral began with the artion,as manager of the Metropolitan short system roller 2nill. About 4 good
orchard. Farm in good conrival of the American war vessels
fife "insurance which place he has mill within four miles. Will sell at dition and very productive. Will ht..
when the governor objected to the
a bargain. Good reason for selling. sold at a bargain.
held for thc past seven years.
A fine farm of 200 acres of land
firing of a salute in his honor on the
Good farm of 80 acres on river 4.;
three miles of Hopkinsville miles
within
ground that the citizens might MOfrom Hopkinsville with gooa
"Jack" Dead.
cotnew
a
Has
on a good turnpike.
-room
8
house, good tobacco barn.
take the firing for a new earthquake.
tage house of five rooms, tobacco Will be sold at a bargain if yon Mine
Engineer of Passenger Train Failed to See Block Signal.—Many of The
He also declared there was no nebarn, stable, cabin and all necesSary soon. Good for corn, wheat, tobacco
• JohnFEd. Buchanan is mourning outhouses. Will sell 140 or 150 acres and grass.
Victims Were Burned to Death.—Property Loss Enormous.
cessity for American aid - that his
the loss of his handsome Eskimo if desired. Very desirable property
government was fully able to pre100 acres fine timber land, will cut
neighborhood.
a of white oak, red oak,hick800,000
dog,Jack, caused by acute pneumon- in good acres
serve order, attend the wounded and
of land with 3,000 fruit ory and poplar.
Fifty
Tract has on it one
escapes.
numerous
narrew
18.—A
Jan.
Ind.,
LAFAYETTE,
ia.
succor the homeless
trees on it, dwelling and barn. of the greatest natural curiosities in
About 3 miles from town. Will be the state, Pilot Rock, under which is
' There was a brief private meeting Wreck accoMpanied by frightful loss The wreck was due to failure of thif
Texas Pan- sold chea .
in
Famous
Farm
a
Buy
Admiral
escorted
a fine quarry of lithographic stone,
and the governor
of life and heavy destruction to engineer on the passenger train to
One of the most desirable residen- sevens mineral springs. Pilot Rock
handle.
Davis to his carriage. Salutations property occurred this morning near see a block signal.
ces on S. Virginia street, corner lot rises sheer 800 feet with an acre of
were exchanged and the governor.
feet front by 268 feet deep. House grove on lot. Would makd a delightIndiana.
-replying to Rear Admiral Davls' re- Fowler,
you rich. We own ith beautiful shade and fruit trees, ful summer resort. 106 acres farm
make
•Will
DATE OF EXECUTION.
good cistern, stable and all necessary
The accident happened on the Big
gret that he was unable to do more
large tract. Prices and terms right. outbuildings.. All in excellent re- adjoining the above, limestohe land
for Kingston, said, "All the more to Four railroad.
Excursions: twice monthly. Good pair. Price and terms reasonable' with good dwelling, 2 barns, stables,
orchard, good water in yard. This
19.—
Jan,.
Ky.,
FRANKFORT,
deep
bow,
a
adding
honor,"
your
particulars
50 acres of fine land 134 miles from property will be Itaold at a bargain
agents wanted. For
A passenger train crashed into a
Hopkinsville on Canton pike, good either separately or as a whole.
evidently in reply to Admiral Davis' freight and some of the coaches Gov. Beckham today set Feb. 16 as a write, •
and barn, fenced and has 20
spring
date for the hanging of Ben Hoffak- Texas & Southwest Colonization Co.
A farm of 85% acres in a good ,
reference to his departure and meanVery desh able neighborhood
acres of timber.
demolished.
were
in Christian county,
er, negro murderer in Lyon county. w4t
ing that he would do the same if in
Minneapolis, Mimi.
property.
lane, house of 6
pike,
a
'brood
near
many
killed,
0Twenty persons were
.
11110-111
.
-Good farm of 160 acres, e miles rooms, barn, stable and outhouse, a
the admiral's place.
Good good orchard, 10( acres timber.Will
from Bennettstown, Ky.
Rear Admiral Davis told the Asso- of whom were cremated, as the cars
Notice.
City Council.
good
house,
tenant
rooms,
3
house
ciated Press that he deeply regret- caught fire immediately after the
Parties having claims against the well, large tobacco')am, good frame be sold at a bargain or exchanged
for town property. I
ted the Governor's attitude He was
estate of Dock Campbell alias Har- stable 28x30 feet, 40 acres in fine timA fine farm of 400 acres within one
The mid-monthly xneeting of the
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Calm age
Sermon
By Rev.
Frank De Witt Talmage, D.D.
X
Los Angeles. Cal., Jan. 20.—In this
sertnon the preacher gives a new interpretation to the rebellion of Jonah, the
prophet, and shows that when our own
hearts are out of tune with God and
nature life is full of discord and dissatisfaction. The text is Jonah iv, 9,
"DOest thou well to be angry?"
Sometimes I am inclined to think
thait Jonah is the most famous character of the Bible next to Jesus Christ.
There are many people who know
nothing about Abraham or Samuel or
David or Isaiah who know all about
the wonderful story of Jonah and the
whale. That one incident in his caresir has made him the most famous
of the prophets. His fame is due not
PO much to the disciples of Christ as to
the enemies of Jesus. No sooner does
a man brought up in a Christian home
begin to listen to the enemies of the
Bible and get ready to cut adrift from
all past Christian associations than be
unts up the book of Jonah and sets
out to prove that the Bible is a pack
of absurdities by holding up the story
of this recreint prophet to ridicule.
It is very easy to ridicule this story.
Very shallow men devoid of logic or
the power of analysis can do that. It
serves as a handle of attack on the
Bible, which can be used by any man
who hates the Bible for its uncompromising attitude against sin and dislikes it for demanding of every man
repentance and faith. Perhaps if Jonah had told the people of Nineveh
what had happened to him they would
have laughed at that instead of putting on sackcloth. Do not let us be led
aside into such foolishness or in any
way to lay stress on this incident. Perhaps if we knew more about the story
and the man who wrote it and Jonah
himself we might find that there was
difficulty at all in it. It is a waste
of, time to dwell upon it when the
mebral of what the writer wants to
teach is so obvious—that when God
calls a man to a work it is useless to
evXide the duty, and if he does try to
evade it he will.be brought back to it
by some means, ordinary or extraordinary.
having spoken these few words in
the way of introduction, I want to
dwell on one of the most remarkable
characteristics of ,that obstinate and
wayward prophet's' mind. After Jonah
had gone to Nineveh and told the people of Nineveh that unless they repented and turned from their sins they
would all be destroyed the Ninevites
put on sackcloth and ashes and repented. Then God, mercifully noting that
repentance, said that he would not destroy them. Then Jonah petulantly
few off into a violent rage. "There,"
he said, "my work of prophecy is all
gone for naught! Thou, 0 God, haat
made a laughingstock of me. I told
the Ninevites they would perish in forty days. Now thou sayest they can
live. Who will listen to my warnings
in future?" So angry Jonah goes off
upon the hillside overlooking the citf
of Nineveh and there sulks and sulks
and pouts and pouts, He said: "I. knew
It, I knew God would not destroy
them. And now my business of prophesying is ruined forever. No one will
believe me." Then God speaks to Jonah the words of my text, "Doest thou
well to be angry?" So I ask you today
the same words, "Doest thou well to
be angry?"
A Remarkable question.

:Now, why did God say unto Jonah,
"Doest thou well to be angry?' "Oh,"
you answer, "that is very simple. You
bjfve not quoted the whole of the pasThe Bible says, `Doest thou well
fo: be angry for the gourd?' While
Jonah was upon that hillside overlookbag the city he sat under the shadow
of a broad leaf that spread itself out
as an umbrella over his head. This
leaf had a mushroom growth. It grew
up in a night. It grew so rapidly that
you could almost see it grow if you
watched it. But, like all quick growing fungi, it withered away even more
quickly than it grew. While the prophet sat upon the hillside this leafy
umbrella suddenly shranik and fell.
Then the hot Assyrian sun beat down
upon his unprotected head, and he was
overcome by the heat. He had a sunstroke. He fainted dead away. When
he came to, he was mad. He practically said, '0 God, I feel so miserable I wish I were dead.' And I do
not blame him. With parched lips and
overheated brow and excruciatingRains chasing themselves up and down
his anatomy he might better be dead.
There is no sun hotter on earth than
the Assyrian sun. The old site of Nineveh lies today in the midst of a desert.
Jonah was simply physically sick from
the heat, and that, of course, made
him mentally and spiritually sick al-
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Oh, no, my brother, you are wrong.
Jonah was not angry so much with the
folding up of that great leaf which
errotected him as an umbrella as he
ivas angry with himself. The gourd
was a mere incident. God told him to
go to Nineveh. He would not go to
Nineveh. Then, like every man who
does wrong, be got angry and out of
sorts with his higher and better nature.
And when he got angry with himself
he got angry with all his surroundings. And when finally he had to go
to Nineveh under compulsion. as a
have is driven to Ids task, he grum-
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bled all the way there. He grumbled • eau that city and began to cry,
while he delivered his prophecy. He 'Yet forty days and Nineveh shall be
grumbled at the outcome of his proph- Uestsosetl!' pandeinouluth reigned evecy. He grumbled when he sat upon evywhei.e. The people got as frightenthe hillside overlooking the city. He • r, a lot of fawns being chased by
grumbled when the gourd was taken Ce Lico:is which are- trying to pick
eye.3. They immediately fell
away. He would have grumbled if the
dov..ii
upon
their knees and began to
leafy sunshade had remained open, just
I
was
the biggest man in that
away.
when
it
withered
as he grumbled
What
I
said was quoted by evgrumbling
was
Jonah
other
words,
In
But
now
God has gone back
ery
lip.
with his surroundings, just as some of
tat
prophecy.
The forty days
upon
us are grumbling with our surroundand
every
wall is standings merely because we are not williag,-.and
the
homes
are
all
filled with
ing to obey God's commandments.
families.
happy
He
has
ruined
all my
When you and I get out of touch with
prophecy
business.
If
I
go
back
into
God, every flower we see will become a
Nineveh. the little children will follow
weed. and every living creature that
me and laugh at ms. "But it displeased
dies about us will be a hornet thrust- Jonali exceedingly, and he was very
ing a sting, anti every sunbeam will angry." Angry for what? Because
have a blasting heat, and every wind (3od had saved a city? No. Angry bewill be a sirocco hissing and moaning cause the people might not think him a
over a desert of sand. Jonah was not great prophet, as they did a few days
angry with the withered leaf. He was ago NI hen he cried out, "Yet forty days
not angry with his own obstinate, sin- and Nineveh shall be destroyed!" and
ful, selfish self. He was out of tune yet, my brother, I want to ask you a
with the divine nature, and therefore question. Is Jonah's sinful, childish
he was out of harmony with everybody auger any different from the mean,
and everything.
despicable and repugnant jealousies
Out of Harmony.
of many of our modern Christian workMy frieud, you know exactly what I ers?
am driving at. You know when you
Here, for instance, are an old minister
get out of harmony with God every- and an old church which for years
thing that is about you irritates you. nave occupied the most influential posiWhy, only last week you had an illus- :ion in the religious life of a small city.
tration of this fact. The supper was SIost of the wealthy and prominent
ended. You were in the midst of the oaen of that town go to that church.
children's frolic and fun. No one was Due day there comes into that town a
having a happier time than yourself. young minister who takes a broken
Suddenly the doorbell rang. Au old down church upon a side street. It is
friend came in and said: "Harry, I tlmost a mission. Suddenly the power
have a fine financial scheme. If you af the Holy Spirit comes down upon
will go in with me, we can make $5,000 :hat little congregation. It grows and
apiece." "But, Charlie," you say, "is. grows. It widens its influence. It bethat square?" "Bosh!" answers your gins to gather in the young people by
friend. "Business is not made up of ;cores and hundreds. The little church
Sunday school ideals. If we do not do • now packed to the doors. The growthis, some other fellow will." "Well," sag congregation has to move into a
you answer, "all right go. ahead. I larger building. Its influence grows
will stand by you." Your friend hur- wider and wider until it spreads out
ries out of the house suing: "All right. aver the state and the nation. Do that
Goodby. I must clinch the bargain." Ad minister and that old established
He is gone in a flash. You went back church clasp hands and rejoice at the
to the sitting room. Everything was multitudes which are being saved in
now different. The frolic was now dis- the church just around the corner?
cordant to your nerves. You took out Perhaps so. But, as a rule, such old
your watch and snapped it shut and established churches act very much as
said sharply: "Children, stop that rack- lonah did when Nineveh was being
et. It is time to go to bed." Your wife :aved. They act just as did most of
said something, and you answered her :he old conservative churches of Loucrossly. All night long you tossed and Ion when Charles H. Spurgeon started
tumbled, or when you did sleep it was airs work there, and when Joseph Partroub:ed sleep.
ser started his work, and when RowThe next morning when you arose 'and Hill started his work, and when
he sun was shining just as 4srightly as Icahn Wesley started his work. .These
ever for others, but not for you. There Ad conservative churches wanted sinwas a dense fog around you. The aers to be saved in their own way or
breskfast left a bad taste in your :hey did not wish them saved at all.
mouth. When you got into the car you
Selfishness In Churches.
;rumbled Lecause a fat man had the
Oh, that we could one and all so sink
impudence to sit down beside you and aur selfish personalities in gospel work
".1d not !give you room enough to !hat we did not care by what means
stretch °tat your' elbows. When you he sinners should be led to the cross,
::ntered the store you began to find is long as the wayward and the lost
fault right and left. Nothing seemed to were able thereby to find Christ! Henplease you. Everything seemed to rub .3- Ward Beecher once gave this beauyou the wrong way. "Oh," the employ- tiful parable of how we should all get
ees whispered, "better look out today. above our own selfish contentions and
rile wind is from the east. The governor rive only that Jesus might be glorified:
.4 on the warpath." And this condition 'One day three nature philosophers
Arent on for days. What was the mat- went out into the forest and found a
ter with you, my brother? Why was
iightingale's nest. Immediately they
werything wrong in the home and on
3egan to discuss the habits of the bird,
the street car and in the store? Why
.ts size anti the number of eggs it lays.
were the blue heavens black for you?
Due pulled out of his pocket a treatise
Need I tell you why? You know. Gad
Buffon, and another one of envier.
:old you to go to Nineveh, and you
tnd
the third one of Audubon. They
vent to Tars;hish. God showed you a
and they disputed till at length
'cad
plain, simple Christian duty, and you
:he quarrel ran so high over the empty
efused to do it.,
lest that they got red In the face and
How to Get Right.
be woods rang with their conflict.
My brother, do you want to see the when, lo, out of the green shade of
3L111 shine again? Do you want to asneighboring thicket the bird itself.
sociate with loving, gentle, kind peo- •oused and disturbed by these noises,
ple? Would you have your pathway )egins to sing. At first its song is soft
strewn with flowers and your heaven flail low; then it rises and swells, and
melodious with songs? Then get right waves of melody float up over the trees
with God. Get right with your better Ind fill the air with tremulous music.
and truer self. Undo at once the Chen the entranced philosophers, subwrongs you have done your neighbors. led and ashamed of their quarrel.
When the. Russian engineers were plan- shut their books and walk home withsting the railroad line between St. Pe- nit a word. So men around the empty
tersburg and Moscow, for personal and sepulcher of Christ have wrangled
selfish reasons they planned to make tbout the forms of religion, about
the track b-...nd this way and that. :reeds and doctrines and
ordinances.
When they brought their plans to Em- when Christ himself, disturbed by their
peror Nicholas, he looked at them P liseords, sings to them out of heaven
!foment. Then he laid a ruler upon )f love and peace and joy in the Holy
the map and drew a straight line be- .;host
till they are ashamed of their
tween the two cities as he answered, :ouflicts and go quietly and meekly to
'You will construct the line so." Thus :heir duties." May we well heed the
God draws for us a straight line of nessage of the great poet-preacher of
luty, and until we are willing to fol- Nymouth pulpit. May we be enabled
low that straight line of our own ac- o cease our sectarian conflicts. May
sard we will never be in harmony with
e not strive to lift our sectarian
:be divine will.
:reeds above the cross. May we cease
But we must not halt here. Jonah's :o be bigoted and. selfish Jonahs. May
anger stands as the symbol of the aur one joy be to see men and women
small souled Christian that we see :ome to the cross. May we care not
sometimes on a throne or in a bishop's ay what means sinners come as long
chair, who says: "If the world cannot is they are saved. Lord God, teach us
i)e saved through me, then I shall Co :o sink self that thy Son, our Saviour,
ill in my power to destroy it. If I can- nay be glorified before men.
not make all Christians surround my
Why Jonah Fled.
chancel or study my catechism or lisBut why was it that Jonah fled away
ten to my preaching, then I will do ev- 'rom Nineveh, and why did he sail for
erything in my power to debar them farshish? I want to show you why
from entering any other church or me shirked his duty. To show the cause
3tudying any other catechism or listen- ir why a sin is committed is often to
ug to any other preaching. What we show us how we may flee the results
want in religious work is a great if that sin. Jonah wanted to be God's
hurch trust. And the man whom we arophet, but he wanted to be a gospel
want at the head of that great church soldier without having to meet ths
trust is a man of our own denomina- iangers and trials and sacrifices of :1
tion or selection. In other words, if 1 gospel warrior. I believe all this can
and mine are not going to get the )e substantiated by studying the geocredit for saving the world, then I and traphical position of the great capital
mine will do all in our power to keep )f Sennacherib, whose palaces in nearthe world from being saved." Is not
Kuynujik were one of the wonders
that exactly the position of Jonah• if the world.
when he got angry with God because
Jonah was then living at the beautiGod had repented of the evil that he 'ul seaport town of Joopa, the present
had said he would do unto the Nine- mtrance to the Holy Land. The town
sits upon the high cliffs. It is one of
vites and.he did it not?
be most beautiful spots of the world.
Jonah Displeased.
"There," I can hear Jonah say, "I Co the west are the broad waters of
knew it. I knew it. Here I was, the :he Mediterranean. The waves were
greatest prophet in all the east. The lashing over the rocks and tumbling
crowds everywhere ran after me. n spray at his feet. To the east rose
Whenever I lifted up my voice I could :he mighty mountains. There were the
5ee men's cheeks pale and their limbs gardens and the vineyards and the ortremble. They were afraid to have me :bards. There were the ships coming
speak one word lest I might burl a rind going. There was everything at
divine thunderbolt at them. I gloried foppa to make life pleasant and happy.
In my power. When I went to faroff Lovely people. Erienic surroundings,
Nineveh, even there the people had ill, all were there, for, as the poet
heard of my :rune. And when I enter- vrote, Joppa was—
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old.rst of cities, linked with sacred trath
And classic fable from thy earliest dawn.
BY name "The Beautiful."

In other words, Jonah was God's se:dier doing barrack duty. Ills barracks
were in one of the most delightful seaport towns of the world. But after he
had stayed there awhile and made his
circle of friends and was just beginning to enjoy himself the word of the
Lord came to him and said, -Arise, go
to Nineveh, that great city, and cry
against it, for their wickedness is come
up before me." In other words, God
said unto his prophet soldier: "Gird on
thy armor, mighty prophet. Go forth
to battle. P .w the sword of faith and
strike at ray enemies. Go into the citadel of sin called Nineveh, the great
capital of the north."
Now, what happened? Jonah began
to make excuses. I think I hear him
say: "Lord God, why dost thou command me to go to Nineveh? Dost thou
want to kill me? Dust thou want to
destroy me? Nineveh is at least 700
miles to the northeast of Joppa. In
order to travel toward it I will have to
cross the deserts and be attacked by
the wild beasts and be hunted by the
Bedouin robbers, who are more merciless and ferocious than wild beasts.
Besides, Lord, I must go alone. I will
certainly die if I have to go." Then
Jonah, in his own mind, began to conjure up difficulties. He piled them up
and up until at last he said: "I will
not go. No, I won't. God has no right
to ask me to make this sacrifice."
Then, as he makes this sinful resolve,
he looks out of his window, and he
sees a ship at anchor. It was taking
on its last bale of cargo. It was just
ready to sail for Tarshish. That was
the ancient name for the modern country of Spain. And so he got into a
rowboat and pushed out to the ship
and set sail for the west instead of setting out to travel over the Assyrian
deserts to the northern capital of Nineveh. And, my brother, you know as
well as I know that the reason most
of us flee our Ninevehs is because we
are not willing to make the sacrifices
God wants us to make.

RHEUMATISM
WORSE FROM YEAR TO YEAR
The cause of Rheumatism is an excess of uric acid in the blood, brought
on by indigestion, chronic constipation, weak kidneys and a general sluggish condition of the entire system. The refuse and waste matter of the
body is not carried out as nature intends, but is left to ferment and sour and
generate uric acid, which is absorbed into the blood. The first evidence of
Rheumatism is usually little wandering pains in the muscles and joints, or
a tender, sensitive place on the flesh. These are often so slight that nothing
is thought of them and they pass away; but with each recurrence the trouble
becomes more severe, and from slight wandering pains and excited nerves,
Rheumatism grows to be a painful and almost constant trouble. The longer
the poison remains in the blood the firmer hold the trouble gets on the system. tach day the acid deposit is increasing and the disease grows worse
from year to year. After awhile the joints become coated with a corrosive
substance which seriously interferes with their working and movements
and sometimes they become permanently stiff and useless. S. S. S.
cures Rheumatism by going down into the
blood and attacking the disease at its head. It
neutralizes the poisons and acids and dissolves
the salts and irritating deposits, making the
blood stream pure, fresh and healthy. S. S.9
is made entirely of roots, herbs and barks, and
PURELY VEGETABLE is therefore a safe remedy. When the blood
has been purified by S. S. S., the pains and
aches pass away, and the cure is permanent. Book on Rheumatism, and
medical advice free.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.
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Why He Rebelled.

But I cannot close this sermon without noticing another fact. Jonah was
angry because God repented of the
evil that he had said he would do unto
the Ninevites and he did not. Why?
Because these Ninevites were gentiles
and not Jews. In the sight of Jonah
they belonged to the barbarians. He
would not have cared so much if they
had been Hebrews, as he was a Hebrew. But they belonged to a class
outside of his own nationality. And
from time immemorial the Hebrews
always looked upon their God as their
own God exclusively. Thus, by accepting this repentance of the Ninevites, God was practically saying: "Jonah, I am a God to the Hebrew. Jonah, I am a God to the Egyptian. Jonah, I am a God to the white and to
the black and to the yellow skinned
and to the Malay. I am God to all peoples, of all classes. Come unto me, all
ye that labor and are heavy laden, and
I will give you rest." And I see Jonah
sitting upon that hillside. I hear him
say with angry lip: "Nay, Lord, nay.
If thou art to be a God to the Hebrew,
then be a God to the Hebrew race
alone."
Are we not all Jonahs? Do we not
want to hem in the work of Jesus to
our own social and 'national cliques?
Da not some of us say: "What is
the good of Nnding missionaries to
China? Let Chiba keep on worshiping
its idols if it wishes. We are not responsible for what China does." Do
we want our Christ to be the Christ of
the harlot and the laborer and the
black man? Are we tryfng with an
intense yearning desire to bring all social classes into our churches and have
the poor and the unfortunate worship
Christ by our side in our own church
pews?
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Nin4iveh's Fate,

As I come to the end
I want to lead you for a moment within the mighty walls of this great capital of the north. I want you to see
the mighty rivers that flow through it.
I want you to see its dams and sluices
and great canals. I want you to see
Its castles and walls and palaces and
temples. Nineveh was not a village.
Nineveh was the mightiest capital of
the east. It covered an area of over
400 square miles. I want you to see
the princes and princesses and nobles
and common people now jostling each
other. I want you to hear the songs
of praises as they sing them to the
great God who has forgiven them their
sins. Then I want to tell you that this
mighty people and this mighty city,
after they had heard the warning call
of Jonah and repented of their sins, fell
again into sin. Their last sins were
worse than their former sins. Two centuries later, in 625 B. C., God wiped
out that city on account of those sins
from the face of the earth and so obliterated it that for over a thousand years
no one knew where this mighty capital
of the east had stood. It disappeared
more completely than did Pompeii un
der the burning lava of volcanic Vests
ylus.
It disappeared so completely that.
though Xenophon in 400 B. C. led his
great army over its ancient site, he
could not tell where the people of Sennacherib's capital had dwelt. So, like
Nineveh, we who have once repented
of our sins may fall again into sin and
be eternally destroyed.
May God grant that the apostasy of
a Nineveh or a Judas shall not be our
spiritual doom. May we, one and all,
every day of our lives continue to fight
the good fight of faith as did Paul,
who was the mightiest servant of
Christ that ever lived. He said, "1
keep under my body and bring it into
subjection lest that by any means
when I have preached to others I myself should be a castaway." Art thou
becoming a spiritual castaway? "Doest
thou well to be angry with God?"
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Home Phone 1097; Cumb. 165-2. Residence, Cumb. 498.
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Merchants
Bankers
Professional Men

I

JOIN THE

I
CHRISTIAN
COUNTY CREDIT
ASSOCIATION
(Incorporated)

*oil Want Protection in Your Business
Offices Rooms 1 and 2, Hopper Building.
Phones, Cumb. 547, Home 1413
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Glove Sale

•

•
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•
•

FPIIiA.Ysisa\T"

B.A.TITCTIRJZ/A.-Y"

ONLY FOUR MORE DAN S OF TH E WHIRLWIND CUT SALE, AND JUST TO

MAKE THESE

Last Days of Vital Interest to the Men, for two days ebnlv, Friday and ‘;aturclav, we throw out 17 dozen
Men's and Boy's Gloves at Prices that Will Brine- These Necessities in the Reach of every Man and Boy

•
••••-•1111.1t.....

Four dozen Men's and Boy's good strong work
A.,
‘
Gloves, lined or unlined, worth 35c to
1:)c, sale price -

2 doz. Men's fine Unlined Kid Gloves, Tan and
Wine Colored, worth 75 cents
sale price

3 dozen Phoenix Calf Gloves, lined with canton
Flannel, worth 65c a pair anywhere
50c
Sale price

1 doz, pair fine soft, Calf Gloves, Unlined, worth
75 cents,
sale price

50c
60c

1 doz. Men's splendid Quality dressed Roe Buck,
suitable for driving, if they were brought to1
day would be sold for $1.25, sale price
.
2 doz. Men's best lined Buck
Gauntlets, sale price ...
,
2 doz. Men's Genuine Buck Gloves,
sale price

•
•
•

1.00
75c

Choice of entire Glove stock, 10 per cent. Discount.
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I. Who built the first canal connecting the Mediterranean with the
Red Sea? See Stoddard Lectures.
'2. Under what circumstances were
twenty-two thousand tables spread
for a single banquet? See Stoddard
Lectures.
3. On what famous battlefield did
forty thousand Scotchmen defeat
one hundred thousand Englishmen?
See Stoddard Lectures.
4. Why is it that the fjords of
.10
Norway are navigable during the
winter months while those of other
countries in the same lati,tude are
I obstructed with ice? See
In England and France
Lectures.
5. In what country is ihe cultivaAlum Baking Powder
tion of dwarf trees and flowers a nalaw because of the intional pastime in which the peopl
have become so skilled that maples,
jurious effects that follow its use.
pines, and oaks one hundred years
old are only about two feet io height,
The law in the District
five, or six varieties of a flower ate
also
grown on a single plant, and ,newspapers make daily announcements
of the progress in blossoming of favorite flowers in the parks? See Stodprotection
dard Lectures.
sure protection
6. Of whom was it said, "Many
know better how to live; but few
know better how to die"? See Stoddard Lectures.
7. What city has the most musical people in the world? See Stoddard Lectures.
8. What city has a climate so peculiar it has been described as "nine
months hibernal and three months
infernal?" See Stoddard Lectures.
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ENGLANDSAYS

WILL LEAD THE SINGING AT THE HOLCOMB-SMOOT MEETING.
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EDWIN R. -;MOOT.
WANTED TO BUY—A modern
Mr. Edwin R. Smoot will lead the singing during the Holcomb-Smoot
house
of 6 or 7 rooms, near the pc.stmeeting white) will begin at the Methodist church next Sunday morning.
Mr. Smoot comes highly recommended as a most efficient leader and as a ioffice, must be low priced and weli
located. Will pay all cash. Add& t'SS
•
soloist of much ability' and power.
T:ie special song books which will be Used during the meeting have H. TRAVELLER, Hopkinsviile,
General Delivery.
(let
arrived and were toed at the prayer service last night.

•

ROYAL is made from Absolutely pure Cream of Tartar,—a pure Grape
product. Aids digestion—adds to the healthfulness of food.
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